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No, French Horn expert
 Hermann 
Baumann is not 
demostrating an up-
percut to 
Rachel  Delevoryas.
 He was 
Serving 
the
 San 
Jose State 
University 
Community  
Since  
1934 
Friday, October 28, 1983 
instructing
 
her  during
 a 
master's  
class  in the
 Music 
Department
 
yester-
day . Boa mann's 
States  
tour  in -
eludes
 performances
 with the 
San 
Jose
 
Symphony at the Center
 for Per-
forming 
Arts
 Friday and 
Saturday.  
Spartan
 Daily funds
 frozen, 
but
 money won't 
go
 
elsewhere
 
By 
Ken  Leiser 
 The Associated Students board 
of directors Monday voted 9-1-1 to 
freeze the Spartan 
Daily's  funds  
for now. 
The
 ruling was made despite op-
position 
from Michael Schneider,
 
A.S. controller. 
"The intent was 
not to freeze the 
funds but to cut 
them," Schneider 
said in 
regard
 to the 
board's
 deci-
sion last week to 
cut  the Daily's 
funds from the 
A.S. 1983-84 budget. 
By freezing
 the money 
the A.S. 
board will have to wait
 until the end 
of this fiscal 
shcool  year to 
allocate
 
 the money. Schneider
 said. 
"We 
could  use that 
money now 
for other
 groups." he said. 
Kathy  
Cordova, A.S. 
president,  
said 
her  decision to endorse 
the 
board's
 Oct. 19 ruling was 
a result of 
a 
meeting
 
between
 A.S. 
members
 
and  
representatives  
from the 
De-
partment  
of
 Journalism
 and 
Mass 
Communications.  
She 
said
 
it 
was  made 
clear to 
her at 
the 
meeting
 that 
the Daily
 
wouldn't
 comply. 
"1 think 
we
 were 
legitimate  
in 
what 
we did." 
she  said. 
The 
controversy  
arose  
when
 the 
Daily 
refused 
to
 print 
"partially  
funded
 by the 
Associated
 Students"
 
as 
required  under
 A.S. budget
 stip-
ulation 21. 
The
 Daily 
was  to 
receive
 $10,000 
from the 
budget
 for printing 
costs. 
A 
memo
 sent from
 President
 
Gail 
Fullerton's 
office  on Friday
 
said the board 
can freeze, but
 not 
cut, the funding.
 
In the 
memo,  President
 Ful-
lerton said 
freezing funds 
means 
Service
 fraternity
 reappears 
By Eric 
Hermstad  
United States
 Senators, 
astro-
nauts 
and athletes 
are all part 
of
 
Alpha Phi 
Omega, a 
service  frater-
 
nity returning
 to SJSU 
after  disap-
pearing  in the 
mid -70s. 
The
 fraternity, 
with  the 
largest
 
membeeship
 in the nation,
 will hold 
an
 information 
meeting  at 2 p.m.
 
tomorrow in the 
Student  Union Gua-
dalupe 
Room. 
Alpha Phi
 Omega was 
estab-
 lished at 
SJSU
 in 1939. The co-ed fra-
ternity left its mark 
on campus  with 
the barbeque pits, planter
 boxes and 
tables 
by
 the Student Union. 
Alumnus 
Tony Holland, vice 
president
 of public relations,
 said 
the 
fraternity is looking for
 people 
interested in 
service, especially for-
mer boy 
scouts and people 
with  
leadership skills. 
The fraternity 
will be run by stu-
dents on campus.
 Holland said, but 
will not have a house because it is 
not a social fraternity. 
they  cannot he spent, liquidated 
or 
collected. 
"I think the intent (of the 
memo) is to get the groups to get 
together," said Dan 
Buerger,  the 
president's executive assistant 
and  
representative 
to the board. "If they 
don't comply,
 then we can move on 
from 
there."  
He said the president was neu-
tral on the issue but said she 
wouldn't
 approve a cut because the 
Spartan Daily is a class. 
"The cutting of funds to chastise 
a group has been tested in 
court," 
Buerger 
said.  
The case was lost 
because  the 
department  was an 
instructional
 
one, he said. 
During  the 
meeting
 it was 
moved
 to reconsider the cut 
and  to 
give the Spartan
 Daily three weeks 
to comply. 
"Three  weeks won't make any 
difference." 
Schneider said. 
Sam 
Doying, director 
of busi-
ness affairs, said the motion
 to give  
the Daily three weeks 
was  "two -
a 
nd-a-ha lf weeks too long." 
He added 
that
 the decision to cut 
the funds was a well
-thought  out ac 
lion.
 
The A.S. budget for 1983-84 is 
$730,162.
 
A.S. began 
buying subscriptions 
from the Spartan Daily in 1969 in 
order to keep the two organizations
 
separate.
 
'Majority
 
rule'  divides
 board 
By
 Ken Leiser 
The committee that will put on 
the Fourth Annual
 Gospel Extrava-
ganza appeared Wednesday before 
the Associated Students for the third 
time this semester to 
request  funds. 
However, 
confusion  over the 
majority
 rule for money allocations 
has 
left the committee without the 
money it says it needs. 
The Constitution
 says that "a 
fiscal 
action  may be passed by a 
ma-
jority 
vote  of the members 
pre-
sent."
 
During 
this semester 
the A.S. 
board of 
directors  has 
been  requir-
ing a 
two-thirds  vote for 
passing of 
monetary 
allocations 
which  affect 
the A.S. 
general  fund. 
The 
Gospel Extravaganza 
com-
mittee
 had originally 
requested 
$2,124.20 at last month's 
Special Al-
locations committee
 meeting. 
However, the 
group  pared the 
request down
 to $902 after it was en-
couraged
 to charge a $1 admission 
fee to the show which had been free 
during its first three 
years.  
The 
A.S.  board gave the group 
$700 of that $902 request. 
The Gospel 
Extravaganza,  rep-
resented by 
Jameer Gilmer, at-
tempted to get 
the entire request at 
the Sept.
 28 board meeting and was 
voted down 
twice.  
The 
Gospel Extravaganza com-
mittee had their 
requests  defeated 6-
0-5 and 7-0-4. 
The committee came
 before the 
board Wednesday asking for $334.
 
This time, 
the group failed
 to get 
a 
majority 
vote  in the 
board's  5-4-3 
decision.  
The  board 
directed
 the group
 to 
seek 
funding  from 
other campus
 or-
ganizations.
 
The A.S. 
program board
 allotted 
the 
group  
$661.60 and $430.85 was 
given  by 
Student
 Union 
programs.
 
Kathy Cordova, A.S. president. 
said she 
has  advised the Gospel Ex-
travaganza committee to seek 
legal  
counsel following
 the meeting. 
"It was a mistake that was 
made," Cordova said. "It should 
have been 
decided  by a majority." 
Gilmer 
seemed angered by the 
third defeat.
 
"In 
the past it was supported 
whole-heartedly,"
 she said. 
During the first two years it was 
on campus, the committee received 
$2,450 from AS., Gilmer said. Last 
year,  the group 
received  $500. 
"The wording says 'may' be de-
cided by a 
majority,"
 said Michael 
Schneider, A.S. 
controller. "It's 
been our policy this 
year to handle 
all allocations by 
a two-thirds vote." 
The policy was 
first  debated at 
the Oct. 19 A.S. meeting. It was de-
cided to let the policy stand despite 
criticism. 
"If you start requiring a two-
thirds vote 
for every $10 bill you 
hand out, you're going
 to have prob-
lems." 
said Dan Buerger. exective 
assistant to President
 Gail Fullerton 
and representative to 
the  board. 
Memorial service will be 
held today for 
Marines  
By
 Gail 
Taylor 
A memorial 
service for 
Marines  
killed in 
Lebanon  will be 
held this 
morning
 at the 
Spartan
 Memorial 
Chapel. 
More than 
220  U.S. Marines
 
were killed in 
Beirut  Sunday when 
a 
U.S.  command post
 was leveled by a 
suicide terrorist 
driving an explo-
sive -filled 
truck.
 Students 
from 
Semper Fidelis 
Society will meet 
at 
11 a.m, to say
 prayers for the 
ma-
rines and their
 families, 
said
 secre-
tary Jim 
Puzar. 
"It's a sad situation," he said. 
"I was a Marine
 myself and I can 
really 
symphathize
 with the loss 
that the families feel." 
Semper Fidelis was 
taken  from 
the Marine Corps
 motto  "always 
faithful." The society is run by Ma-
rine officer 
candidates  and is open 
to all students who have 
an interest 
in the Marine Corps. 
"I felt we had 
to do something 
for 
the Marines and this 
was our 
little 
part we could play," Puzar
 
said. 
Weekend
 
parking
 
rules
 
upset
 
SJSU  
band
 
leader 
By Warren Bates
 
When Scott Pierson, director of 
SJSU's marching 
band, received
 a note last month from the Parking
 
Advisory Committee saying the 
band  could not park 
on inter
-campus  lots, he was upset. 
He said he 
received  an apology from President 
Gail
 Fullerton  but he's still
 upset. 
Pierson
 and Richard Knab, chairman of the 
Music Department,
 took their complaint to the park-
ing committee Tuesday. 
Pierson's major grievance 
was  that enforcing 
parking would inconvenience the band,
 who would be 
forced to parry instruments, uniforms and lunches a 
longer  distance. 
He also said he didn't
 know why the band should 
have to pay 50 cents 
to park in the Seventh Street 
garage because
 they were "performing a service to 
the 
school."  
"For the last six years all I've had to do is send a 
note to you guys (committee)
 saying the band is going 
to park on campus lots, please don't cite them. Now I 
want to know who the hot shot is that all of a 
sudden
 
decided to enforce parking." he said. 
Traffic Manager Ed Nemetz said the enforce-
inent was reasonable because of the increasing activ-
ities and courses being offered on the weekends. 
The meeting was held to allow representatives
 
from campus orginizations 
to voice their opinions on 
the 
weekend
 parking policy, which will then 
be sum-
marized by the 
committee  and given to Executive
 
Vice President J. Handel Evans.
 
According to Nemetz. the campus will 
then make 
a decision on 
whether
 it wants open parking, and will 
forward its decision to the 
chancellor's
 office for final 
approval. 
One of the 
major  problems the 
committee
 faces is 
determining 
the  cost effectiveness of 
opening
 the lots. 
Nemetz 
said
 these figures 
were
 diffucult to 
ascer-
tain because 
the policy has never 
been
 in full enforce-
ment, and they 
could  not determine
 how many cam-
pus drivers would
 move to the Seventh 
Street garage. 
Pierson 
said
 that if the 
committee  enforced 
the 
policy, the 
band and other 
groups would find 
places 
off 
campus
 to park, 
defeating
 the committee's
 pur-
pose.  
Lt. Larry James,
 assistant director
 of the SJSU 
department of 
public safety told 
Pierson there 
"must  
be plenty 
of
 available street 
parking in the 
area."  
"Tons, just tons," 
Pierson replied 
facetiously.  
The CSU
 system has 
been
 operating under
 1979  
blanket law 
that forbids open
-weekend  parking 
unless  
approval is granted
 by the president. 
Committee  Chairman
 Tom Schultz said 
that since 
the garages 
are  being subsidized 
by fees collected 
from other CSU
 schools, it would 
he diffucult to just 
ify 
open 
parking.  
Pierson said 
the band had just 
traveled  to Califor-
nia State 
University.  Long 
Beach. where all 
campus 
parking was
 open. 
Schultz
 said he could 
not account for 
the actions of 
other 
schools.  
For  the past 
year at SJSU,
 the law 
has  not been 
enforced 
because  of 
complaints  from 
faculty 
mem-
bers who 
were 
forgetting  their
 permits 
and getting
 
cited. 
However.  
Fullerton
 recently
 advised 
the com-
mittee 
to warn 
drivers  that 
enforcement
 will soon 
begin 
again.  
continued on 
page 5 
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Hating
 
Russia: 
It's  our 
'duty' 
By Sam
 
White  
Staff
 
Writer  
While listening 
to a news report on the 
radio  the 
other night. I heard
 the announcer report: We know a 
lot of secrets about
 Soviets and they know nothing about 
us, which pisses them off."
 
Did this announcer 
know
 for a fact that the United 
States  knows Soviet secrets? Did
 he know for a fact that 
the 
Soviets  are mad as a 
result
 of this? 
My guess
 is that he did not. 
But this 
little  "revelation" by the 
announcer is typ-
ical of the 
way Americans think today in terms
 of how 
they perceive
 the Soviets. They hate the
 Russians, 
right? 
Because
 it's the proper thing to do, right? 
Wrong. 
The Soviets are hated because we're 
told  
they should
 be. From the time we are 
capable
 of learn-
ing,
 the anti -Russian campaign is 
thrust upon us. The 
party motto is "Those evil 
Russians want to take  over 
the world, and because 
we're  Americans, it's our duty to 
stop
 them!" 
We are constantly influenced by the 
government  
and 
media to dislike the Soviet
 Union and everything it 
stand for. But do we really 
know why? What does the 
average American child,
 or adult for that matter, know 
about the Soviets? 
I asked 10 people 
if they honestly knew why 
we're 
supposed  to fear the Soviets.
 Here are a few of the
 an-
swers:  
"Well, 
no,  but the president
 preaches against 
them, 
so they 
must  be bad." 
"My
 mommie and daddy hate 
them, so! hate them." 
"Personally.
 I have no real 
feeling  on the matter, but 
the ones they 
always show on the 
news look pretty 
mean." 
Now, if that isn't a basis for hatred, I don't know 
what is. 
The tragic downing of the Korean 
jetliner gave the 
United States a much -needed shot in the arm. Before 
that, most of us weren't able to establish a solid basis for 
an ongoing anti-Soviet campaign. 
But now, not only do we hate them, we want to nuke 
them ( which is what we're preventing them from doing 
to us, right?). Hooray for the red, white and blue! 
I can't  wait for next year's Olympic Games. What 
an exciting experience that should prove to be. I've 
thought up a new category for competition. 
How about bonus gold medals for the athletes whose 
countries bring the most 
hand
 grenades? That way, we 
could kill a few 
hundred  Russians and still have a clear 
conscience. Where 
there's a will, there's an American 
way. 
But
 then again, it must be natural 
for Americans to 
dislike  foreign countries. I was certain that the 
Statue  of 
Liberty would 
hang  her head in shame when we 
let those 
awful Aussies take 
the American Cup trophy. 
You would think
 the president himself
 had died 
(God forbid), with 
the state of mourning 
this
 country 
was in. 
Instead of wasting valuable 
energy on hating the 
Soviets, Americans sould 
stick  to the business of run-
ning their own country,
 and let the Soviets do the 
same.  
This endeavor
 should begin with our 
beloved  presi-
dent. He 
does, after all, possess the 
power  of persuasion. 
Most actors
 do. 
If some sort of peaceful,
 harmonious plateau is 
not  
reached  with the 
Soviets,
 all of this dislike
 will only 
result in one thing.
 And we all know that
 that is, right? 
Ronnie,
 talk to  Russia before it's too late.
 And don't 
say I didn't warn you. 
A word 
of warning to 
potential  
speed-reading  pupils 
Editor: 
I enrolled in a 
speed-reading and 
comprehension
 
training course 
with  the Institute of Reading 
Devel-
opment in the spring of 
1982.  I was seeking to improve 
my reading
 skills to improve my study
 habits. Unfortu-
nately, the program
 was not effective for me.
 
I did take the course
 with a friend who 
thought
 the 
course 
was  worthwhile. It just didn't 
help me. 
When I 
asked for the guaranteed refund,
 I was den-
ied. I was offered a 
partial
 refund and private 
lessons.
 I 
refused them because I felt 
that if the program was not 
effective in six weeks,
 it would not be effective in eight 
or 10 weeks. They still
 denied me the promised refund. 
I took the Institute of 
Reading Development to 
small -claims court. The 
judge  awarded me the full tu-
ition I had paid for the course  $230. 
Eight
 months after the court date, I still 
had not 
received my 
money.  I had a writ of execution 
delivered  
through the 
Santa Clara County Sheriff's
 office, and 
they 
took the money from the Institute's San 
Jose
 bank 
account.
 
I received my refund in August, 1982. 
This letter is a word of warning to students
 seeking 
help to keep up with their homework loads. If 
you are in 
the market for a speed-reading course, ask the rep-
resentative 
specific questions about any refunds of-
fered.
 
It will save you a lot of trouble.
 
SuzanneThomas 
Public Relations 
junior  
Sexual violence is obscene 
Editor: 
In 1973, a California Supreme Court 
ruling  concern-
ing obscenity stated that it was up to the community to 
set standards. As active members of this community, 
we feel compelled to speak out against two films which 
have recently been advertised in the media, joining oth-
ers in protest across the country. The two films are 
"Pieces" and "Sweet Sixteen,"
 and they are being 
shown in movie theaters nationwide. 
The graphic message of the two is disgustingly simi-
lar: Brutal violence against women is portrayed as 
erotic. 
The advertisers for "Pieces" create the atmosphere 
by depicting an attractive 
semi -clothed woman, legs 
and lips spread 
apart, as if to invite, even enjoy, violent 
sexual
 acts. 
The advertisers are thus attempting
 to redefine the 
grim reality that 
this is a dismembered body. The title 
of the film itself, "Pieces," has numerous implications: 
A woman is a piece of meat to be used in any way 
desired by a man  raped, tortured, roped, bound, muti-
lated, butchered, chainsawed; she is a piece of trash to 
be cut up an disposed of in any manner. 
We understand that the story line of "Pieces" is a 
man's repeated hacking of several women, then sewing 
pieces of their bodies 
together  to create "the perfect 
woman."
 
The ad for "Sweet 
Sixteen"  is equally gruesome. A 
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The forum 
page is your 
page. The Daily
 encourages 
readers' 
comments  on any
 topic. The 
viewpoints  
expressed
 in opinion
 
articles
 are those of 
the author. 
Editorials  appearing
 on this page 
are  the opinion 
of the Spartan
 Daily. 
sharp knile extends from a 
nude woman's vagina,  a 
blatant subliminal
 suggestion for rape 
with a foreign 
object. The description
 of the film, "What 
terrors  are 
unleashed when a girl 
turns  sixteen" first implies that a 
girl's sexuality is 
automatically
 released at the age of  
16,
 and then that she is passively waiting for a man
 to 
satisy her in any way he chooses (i.e.,
 for a man to 
satisfy 
himself). 
The advertisement clearly 
condones  statutory rape 
 sex with a minor with consent or rape of a minor. 
Many argue that these movies
 are harmless fanta-
sies that have no effect on increasing violence against 
women. In fact, the opposite is true. A recent study by 
psychologist  Edward Donnerstein of the University of 
Winsconsin 
significantly ties an increase of violence 
against women 
to seeing R-rated movies where women 
are victims of brutality in an erotic context. 
In San
 Jose alone, police take 50 to 60 new reports of 
rape every month. This does not include the large num-
ber of rapes that go unreported. 
Given these facts, we feel it is important for this 
community to consider some serious questions. What is 
the media's responsibility in advertising films or any 
material which promote violence against women? How 
does the media decide what is obcene? What companies 
make these movies and who supports them? What do 
these movies 
say  about the 
status  of women 
in Ameri-
can society? 
We 
can  all stop the 
violence 
against
 women and 
we 
have a 
responsibility  to do so. 
Karen
 Hester 
Women's 
Center co
-coordinator
 
Women's Studies 
graduate 
Ann  W. Donnelly 
Valley Rape 
Crisis  Center 
volunteer 
All letters must 
bear
 the writer's name, signature, 
major, phone number
 and class standing. The phone 
number is for verification
 purposes, and will not be 
printed. 
Letters can be 
delivered to the Daily, upstairs in 
Dwight 
Bentel Hall, or at the information
 center on the 
first  floor of the Student
 Union. 
The Spartan Daily 
reserves  the right to edit letters 
for 
length,  grammar 
and libel. 
At 
last,  something 
Newt! 
Editor:  
Just when I 
thought I'd seen it all, that
 there was 
nothing newt 
under  the sun, that there was
 newting to 
live for, 
along  came Sheila Neal's 
newtorious  comic 
strip, "Isaac the Newt." 
Now, I'm newt sure just how to say 
this, but I'm just 
newts  about the strip. Every day 
I read it kri minewte 
detail. I just newt that 
someday,  someone would bring 
out an infinewtly good
 srtip like that. 
Every newt,
 when I go to sleep, I think
 that "Isaac" 
should  be newticed from Newt England to 
Newt Mexico. 
No newtspaper should be without it. 
In fact, I think the day of its  debut
 should be cele-
by 
Berke
 
Breathed
 
 
awn...4 ...L. 
brated as Newt 
Year's  Day. 
To its 
detractors,  I have newting 
to
 say but this: 
"Newts to
 
you  
But, newtwithstanding 
the  above, I sincerely hope 
that in the future 
"Isaac" will deal with the 
issue of the 
day, such as the newtron
 bomb, newtclear energy, 
newt  
advances
 in genewtics, newtworking,
 the invasion 01 
newtral 
countries,  newtfangled 
machines,  newtist 
beaches and 
other  newtable issues. 
Above all, to 
all the people of the 
Daily,  but espe-
cially to 
Neal  ( with a bouquet of newtly plucked 
roses 
thank for 
Newting. 
Kenn Millei 
Mathematics 
senior
 
Daily's  apology wasn't 
enough  
Editor: 
Recently,
 you devoted quite a bit 
of
 paper, ink, and 
I'm sure, 
energy
 to an article in 
the Daily. The article.
 
titled "Most
 SJSU homosexuals 
remain in the Closet,' 
seemed to 
be
 an extensive 
account  of 
homosexualit
 
here at SJSU
 and "abroad." 
Although 
homosexuality is 
not my favorite 
pastime  
by any 
means,  I found the 
article to be 
interesting
 and 
informative.
 But now I 
don't  know what 
to believe 
Should 
I believe anything 
you or your 
"staff"
 will ever 
have to 
say 
again?
 
After reading
 your apology that 
stated "Some of the 
material in  the 
article,  submitted 
by a student who 
is not 
a 
member  of the 
staff, was 
taken  from a 
1982
 issue of 
Nutshell  Magazine,"
 I was 
pleased
 to know 
that
 I had 
wasted time 
reading  and 
believing  this article
 that could 
have been 
written by a 
transient.  The 
apology  told this
 
student 
nothing.  
How 
much is "some 
of the material?"
 Is it about 
one half,
 or maybe 
one  fourth, or 
quite possibly
 four 
fourths?
 I have 
no
 idea, the 
apology  should
 have read.
 
"Surprise, 
surprise,  Daily 
readers: And 
now for some
 
thing 
completely
 
different!"
 
How can 
an apology, 
a little less 
than
 one 
hundred
 
words, make 
up for an 
article  about 
five
 tiemes 
that
 (it 
the  apology? 
Don't get 
me
 wrong; I 
appreciate  the
 apol-
ogy and 
certainly  don't 
expect  you to 
make it 500 
words. 
but how
 about 
me? 
Do I believe
 you 
"writer,"
 who, 
as
 it turns 
out,
 is not 
a 
member 
of
 your staff?
 It makes 
on wonder 
exactly 
how
 much 
journalism,  
whether
 your's 
or others', 
is
 col-
ored 
with
 a color 
closely 
resembling  
that
 of urine.
 Yel-
low journalism
 
disgusts  this 
"closet 
critic"immensely.
 
and I 
hope that 
in
 the future
 more care
 and 
consider-
ation 
will be taken
 before  an 
article of 
such  importance
 
will  be 
printed.
 
I guess my 
mother was 
right  when I was
 six and she 
told  me, "Don't
 believe 
everything  you 
read."
 I hate to 
say
 she to 
me
 so, but. 
. . 
David Callisch 
Public Relations 
sophomore 
(Editor's 
note:The  
orginal
 article, 
printed Oct.
 14, 
stated that 
the  author 
wrote  the story 
for a 
newswriting
 
class.)
 
Clean
 up your trash 
Editor: 
Sometimes  people 
need  a reminder 
to
 stop a partly-
ualr 
bad habit. In the
 case of all 
individuals  who walk
 
the 
grounds  of SJSU and
 surrounding 
areas,  a letter like) 
this may 
fall  on deaf ears.
 So let's start
 speaking out.
 
If you
 spot someone 
littering, tell them
 to stop. They 
are not 
only
 ruining the 
environment  but 
they
 are also 
showing disrespect
 for SJSU, 
private
 property and 
other 
living 
things  that 
inhabit  this 
area.  
So the next
 time you see 
someone  throw a 
flyer,  a 
Coke can, a 
Daily or anything 
else  resembeling "rub-
bish" tell them 
to pick it up and put it 
in a garbage can. 
To me, 
littering is not only a waste, 
it
 is just plain 
trashy.
 
Alisa Bardizbanian
 
Advertising  
Junior
 
Talkman
 
How do 
you feel 
about the 
current 
California  
drunken  
driving
 
laws?  
Asked 
in front of the
 Student 
Union  
"They 
should be 
really 
strict.''
 
Kristine
 Ford 
Child 
Development
 
junior 
"I think if more people
 
were put 
in jail for that 
kind of thing, an 
example  
would be set for 
others."
 
Tom 
Siacotos  
Industrial  
Technology
 
senior
 
"I
 haven't 
had many 
expe-
riences 
with  
drunken
 driv-
ing, but 
Ida think
 they 
are 
satisfactory."
 
Gary 
Hiatt 
Human  
Resources/
 
Business  
Education
 
senior  
"They are too 
lenient.
 The 
drunken
 drivers who 
cause  
accidents
 and kill people 
should be 
treated
 more se 
verely  than 
they
 are now, 
because  they 
know what 
they 
are  doing."
 
Joanne Dobrzynski 
Microbiology/Medical
 
Technology  
junior  
I think 
anybody
 that drinks 
and drives 
should
 be in jail 
automatically if they 
are  
caught. I think they 
should  
be dealt with more se-
verely. Maybe if more peo-
ple are convicted of 
mur-
der because of that, then
 it 
wouldn't happen as 
much 
and people wouldn't
 drink 
and drive as 
much."  
Michael 
McMurtrey  
Advertising
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At right, 
Bill Evans 
flies through
 air and 
contrast  barriers;
 
below, he's 
found his 
gray
 tones, 
but  push 
has come 
to shove. 
By Warren
 Bates 
"Boys  were 
supposed
 to hold bats 
and  balls but I 
danced," 
said self-taught 
dancer  and 
choreographer
 Bill 
Evans.
 
He began 
practicing his art
 at age 8 as a 
rebellion  to 
the machismo
 image he grew 
up
 with in Utah. 
At
 age 12.
 Evans took over
 the teaching 
job  at a local 
tap-dancing
 school and 
has  studied the 
movement  of the 
human bo,dy, and 
taught,
 ever since. 
Ws established the
 Bill Evans 
Seminary  School of 
Dance 
in Seattle, 
Wash.,
 
and he 
will
 take 
over  the artistic 
direction of a 
contemporary dance
 company in 
Winnipeg, 
Ontario. 
Evans will be 
performing tonight 
at
 8 in the Morris 
Dailey  Auditorium, a 
structure  he regards as 
"the least 
suitable
 edifice in North America
 for dancing." - 
Evans' 
performance  culminates 
a week long stay at 
SJSU 
where  he taught two 
classes
 in technique and per-
formance. 
Evans
 had been a regular at 
SJSU  in the early 70s, 
teaching four -week
 residency classes, 
but  when Proposi-
tion 13 took effect, funding 
for Theatre  Arts was cut and 
the department 
could not find the money
 to hire him. 
"Most dancers are 
so
 focused on the result,
 they ig-
nore the process it takes
 to get there," Evans 
said
 about 
his 
teaching
 philosophy."They're
 not aware of the
 physi-
ological, 
biochemical or 
kinestheological  
changes
 the 
body 
makes.  
"As a 
result, we have a 
lot  of dancers 
reaching
 the 
point in their career 
where  they begin to 
mature
 artisti-
cally
 
but have to stop 
because  their bodies 
are  wearing 
out:*  
Evans  says his approach is 
similar to yoga. 
"I 
try to make dancers 
aware of the relationship of 
one bone to 
another   the sense of 
allowing internal or-
ganic  changes to 
happen  and to focus 
into larger 
movement that journeys 
into our personal space 
and 
eventually 
moves through 
general
 space. -
He says 
that traditionally dancers
 have been taught 
by rote, 
which
 
leads  to injuries because 
"they're
 perform-
ing out of reflex 
where
 
the mind is not focused 
on what 
they're 
doing."  
He will perform 
with his partner of 17 years, 
Gregg  
Lizenbery and will consist 
of six vignettes that reflect
 
Evans' 
attempt  to "understand in the 
deepest  and most 
profound 
way  what it is like to be a human 
organism,  each 
of them emanating from 
my
 humanistic concerns." 
Evans
 rejects the 
current  thought that dancers 
should think in terms of lines and static
 shapes juxta-
posed against one another.
 His philosophy is that life is 
change and the dance should portray
 that change. 
"I'm not trying to dazzle the 
audience  with special 
effects
 and tricks like the ballet." he 
said.  "I also don't 
use
 space and time in an impersonal 
detachment." 
He also said that one of the dances 
would  be a the-
matic 
portrayal
 the long-time working relationship 
he has 
had 
with
 
Lizenbery. 
"When 
you work 
with someone
 for so long, there 
tends to be a one-upsnnanship
 in rehearsals which are not 
always 
calm and 
peaceful,"
 he 
said. "There is often a 
conflict 
between two strong
 17.1 
Besides all his
 other accomplishments, Evans 
has 
kept 
his youthful 
looks.
 
The 43 -year -old 
was  carded at the 
Spartan
 Pub on 
Tuesday
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Above, Bill Evans 
gets interviewed: at 
lower left, his 
longtime 
partner 
Gregg
 lizenberry 
twirls for the 
camera.
 The Evans
 
photograph  
was  
taken by 
Mark
 
McMasters. 
YOUR
 BSN IS 
WORTH AN 
OFFICER'S
 
COMMISSION
 
IN THE ARMY. 
. 
Your BSN means you're 
a professional. In the Army, it also 
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged 
member of our 
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities, 
P.O. 
Box 7713, Burbank,  CA 91510 
ARMY
 
NURSE  CORPS. 
BE 
AU.YOU
 CAN
 BE. 
Board of 
Directors  
The Student Union
 of San Jose State University 
San Jose, California: 
We have examined the condensed statement
 of financial condition of The Student 
Union of San Jose State University as of June 30, 1983. Our examination was made 
in accordance with 
generally
 accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included 
such tests of the accounting records and ouch other auditing procedures
 as we con-
sidered nee sssss y in the circumstances. 
In our opinion, this condensed statement of 
financial condition presents fairly the 
financial position of  The Student 
Union  of San Jose State 
University
 at June 30, 
1983, in conformity with generally accepted 
accounting principles applied on a 
basis consistent with that of the preceding year. 
Asset 
Current assets: 
Cash
 
Time
 certificates of deposit 
Marketable securitiee, at cost 
Receivables 
$ 
26,133 
600,000 
4,998
 
56 908 
Total assets 
$ilL,121
 
Liabilities and Fund Balance 
Current liabilities: 
Sank overdraft 
Accounts payable 
Accrued liabilities 
$ 
43,574  
119,564  
28 529 
Total liabilities 
191,667 
Fund 
balance 
(   
2 and 3) 
496 372 
Total liabilities and fund balance 
$ 
688.039,  
The accompanying notes
 are an integral part of the 
financial
 statements. 
THE STUDENT UNION 
OF SAN JOSE STATE
 UNIVERSITY 
CALIFORNIA 
STATE UNIVERSITY
 AND 
COLLEGES  
AUXILIARY
 
ORGANIZATION
 
Note, 
to Financial
 Statements
 
June 
30, 1983 
(1) 
Significant
 Accounting 
Policies  
(a)  
Organisation
 and 
Basis  of 
Accounting  
The Student 
Union of San
 Jose State 
University 
(Student 
Union)  is 
defined
 
as an 
auxiliary  
organisation  
in the 
California  State 
University
 
system. 
The 
purpose of 
the Student 
Union is to 
serve the 
students, 
faculty,  
staff 
and campus 
community 
of
 San Jose 
State 
University.
 
The Student 
Union follows 
a uniform 
accounting  and 
reporting 
system
 de-
signed
 by the 
California  
State  
University. This 
system
 utilises 
the 
basic  
concepts
 of fund 
accounting,  
as
 
well as the
 accrual 
basis  of ac-
counting.
 Fund 
accounting  
requires  the 
use of 
separate
 self
-balancing  
funds  
relating
 to 
different
 acti  
' ' within
 the 
organisation.  
The 
activities  of 
the Student 
Union are 
recorded 
entirely  
within
 a single 
general 
fund. Fund 
balance 
derived
 from 
rrrrrrrr  in 
excess  of 
expendi-
  may
 be reserved
 for specific
 purposes 
by resolution
 of the Board
 
of 
Directors. 
Expenditures
 are to 
be recorded 
in functional
 and object
 
classifications. 
(2) 
(3) 
(b) Income
 Taxes  
The Student 
Union  is except 
from Federal 
Sacco* tax 
under  Section 
501(e)  
(3) of the 
Internal Revenue
 Code. The 
Student Union 
is also exempt
 
from payment
 of the 
California
 franchise
 tax. 
(c) Premise.
 and 
Equipment   
The Student
 Union 
leases its premises
 from the 
State  of 
California
 for 
$120 per 
year under
 an
 
op  ' g 
lease  
agreement
 that expires
 in 
J  
y 
1986.  
Student
 Union equipment,
 by State 
law,  is the 
property
 of the State
 of 
California.  
Therefore,  no 
equipment  is 
recorded  in the 
account. 
of
 the 
Student
 Union.
 
Restatement
 of 
Fund
 Balance  
Fund 
balance  has 
been  restated 
as follows 
to
 correct an 
over accrual
 
liabil'  
Balance  at 
July 1, 
1982 
Prior  year 
adjustment  to 
correct
 an over -
accrual
 of liabilities, 
Balance, 
restated
 at July I. 
1982 
Restricted
 Fund 
Balances  
Included 
in the 
Student
 Union 
Fund  balance 
of $496,372  
are the 
following  
amounts
 
restricted
 by 
Board 
allocation!  
of 
Reserve
 for 
accrued  
vacation  
Reserve
 for working
 capital 
purposes 
Reserve 
for expansion
 
S 
508,646  
46
 658 
$ laja 
$ 1,924
 
50,245 
)03 
727  
$ 
22,aja, 
 
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Flamenco  guitarist
 Anita Shear 
plays
 the 
guitar 
at Casa del 
Pueblo  
Retirement
 Home. 
AROUND
 
OTHER
 CAMPUSES  
Santa 
Clara 
University  
feature
 columnist 
Henry 
Ruddle 
has compiled
 a book for 
freshmen 
who  don't 
know  anyone of 
the opposite 
sex  yet. It is 
called  "Open-
ing Lines With
 Punch." 
Of 
course, the 
"punch" part
 is guaranteed,
 but 
Henry doesn't
 specify 
whether
 it is to 
come
 from the 
line or from 
the  fist when 
you
 say the line, 
according to 
one  of his 
columns
 in the 
university's  
paper,  the 
Santa
 
Clara. 
Some of 
the lines 
include:
 "Hi! I 
have  only 
three
 
weeks to 
live," "My 
doctor  says 
that
 
ill 
don't kiss
 a 
member 
of the opposite
 sex every 20 
minutes I'll 
get  
t he 
gout,"  "Hello. 
My
 favorite hobby 
is spending 
money,"  "Hi! I'm 
incredibly  rich!" and 
"You
 know, I 
dropped my Phi 
Beta  Kappa Key 
around
 
here
 
some-
Employees
 
harass
 
Deukmejian
 
in 
L.A  
LOS ANGELES
 ( AP)  The I irst meeting of the As-
sembly 
Special
 Committee on Community 
Colleges  
turned into a 
gripe session Wednesday, with 
Gov.
 George 
Deukmejian taking 
much of the heat. 
About 500 community 
college  students and employees 
  some carrying signs reading "Educate the Duke"
 and 
"Educate  the Masses Not Just the Higher Classes- 
 
jammed into the East Los Angeles College hearing. 
They heard a litany of 
complaints  stemming from the 
legislative stalemate that left the 106 -campus 
community  
college system $108.5 million, or 7.7 percent 
poorer  than it 
was last year. 
Deukmejian cut the system's funding after Assembly 
Democrats blocked his efforts to 
impose  a $50 tuition fee. 
The harshest criticism of the Republican 
governor 
came from a committee member, Assemblyman
 John 
Vasconcellos, D -San Jose. 
"I don't understand why the 
governor is holding a 
$106 million hostage," Vasconcellos told
 reporters. "It's 
extortion.... There's no reason for fees, he 
just  likes them. 
But he's not a king  just the governor." 
Gerald Hayward. chancellor of the 
community  col-
lege system, told the committee that long-range financial
 
planning is needed to solve the system's problems. He 
expressed pessimism over prospects for a solution of the 
financial crisis before 
the Legislature reconvenes in Jan-
uary. 
Assemblywoman
 
Glo-
ria Molina,
 a member 
of 
the 
special  
committee.  
said that 
a $1013.5 
million
 
appropriation
 bill for com-
munity 
colleges  would 
be 
introduced 
in January. She 
noted the 
state  now 
expects
 
a 
$1
 billion budget
 surplus. 
Molina, a 
graduate  of 
East 
Los Angeles 
College, 
said she if she 
had  to pay 
fees as 
a students,
 she 
would 
not have finished
 
school. 
Final
 
island  
stronghold
 
crushed
 
Grenada's
 
Marxist
 leader takes hostages; more Marines land 
ST. GEORGE'S. Gre-
nada 
(AP)  American 
forces crushed a final 
stronghold of Grenada's 
defenders yesterday,  but
 
the Caribbean island's die-
hard Marxist leader was 
reported still resisting the 
invaders and holding a 
woman 
hostage.  
The United States 
poured hundreds of fresh 
paratroopers into the fight 
for the tiny nation Thurs-
day. President Reagan 
said a fully equipped
 
Cuban base was found and 
that the operation th-
warted a planned Cuban 
takeover of the island. 
Artillery fire could still 
be heard at the Point Sa-
lines airport last night. The 
shelling was to head off a 
possible counterattack, 
Marines told 12 reporters 
flown to the island. 
The U.S. forces were 
also strafing positions with 
four or five A-7 Corsair jet 
aircraft. said Army Lt. 
Col. Fred Ackers in a brief-
ing on the 
island.
 
Six hundred Cuban sol-
diers and 200 Cuban civil-
ian prisoners were being 
held at a hill overlooking 
the airport, the reporters 
were told. 
During a stay of seve-
ral hours,  reporters were 
taken to five warehouses 
full of crated arms that 
Ackers said were from 
Cuba and the Soviet Union 
 
"enough 
arms there 
to 
arm 
guerillas
 around
 the 
world 
for years," 
Ackers  
said. 
He
 said 
Grenada
 had 
served as a 
"dropping  off 
point" for 
arms  Cuba ap-
parently  
was  
shipping
 to 
Africa. 
Some
 weapons
 had 
Soviet 
markings.
 
U.S.
 officials  on 
the  is-
land
 said no 
Grenadians 
were 
killed in the
 military 
operation. The 
casualty
 
toll among
 the almost 3,000
 
U.S. 
troops
 stood at 
eight  
dead,  eight 
missing
 and 39 
wounded,  the officials 
said. 
The 
reporters  
were  
told 41 
Cubans  and five 
Grenadians 
were  wounded 
in airport area.
 Eight 
Cuban doctors 
were treat-
ing their own
 wounded. 
Army 
Major  Jim 
Holt 
said. "The fighting was 
super -intense.. 
much
 
stronger 
than expec-
ted...the Cubans 
are  very 
professional." He 
said the 
Grenadian
 forces,
 the Peo-
ple's 
Revolutionary  Army. 
showed 
"not
 much stom-
ach for the fight." 
Armed 
Cubans  who 
had been holding 
out at 
Richmond  Hill 
prison,
 in 
the steep
 green hills east of 
the harborside
 capital, St. 
George's, were 
overrun  by 
attacking 
troops yester-
day,  212 days after 
the U.S. 
invasion  began, the Penta-
gon 
said.  
A second St. George's 
strongpoint. the 
Grenadian
 
Costume
 
Sale
 
or 
Rental
 
(Discount with
 this Advertisement) 
San
 
Jose 
Tuxedo  
380
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San Jose
 
292-9102
 
army 
headquarters  at 
Fort 
Frederick, was 
captured  
Wednesday. 
the sources 
said, confirming 
earlier  re 
ports by a 
Barbadian  radio 
station. 
Gen. Hudson 
Austin, 
Marxist head 
of the is-
land's military junta, 
had 
been believed
 to be at Fort 
Frederick. But 
yesterday 
U.S. intelligence sources
 in 
Washington said 
Austin
 
was holding a woman 
hos-
tage on the 
southern part of 
the
 island.
 
The sources, who 
would not be identified, 
said the nationality of the 
hostage was not known.
 
Hundreds  of Americans re-
main on Grenada, many of 
them students 
at
 a medical 
school near 
its southern 
tip. 
Reagan
 
administra-
tion officials 
said,  mean-
while. that 
American 
forces 
discovered  "up-
wards of 1.000" 
Cubans  on 
the 
island,
 some 400 
more 
than 
claimed  by the 
Cuban  
government, and that they 
were more heavily armed 
than expected. 
The Cuban govern-
ment says almost all the 
Cubans 
on
 Grenada were 
airport
 construction work-
ers
 who had been 
issued  
light arms. But 
the U.S. of-
ficials said it 
appeared the 
Cubans 
may  have been 
planning
 a military instal-
lation 
there.  
Hewlett-Packard
 
on Campus.
 
October 31 
Career Planning & Placement Building Q 
(next to Business
 Tower) 
Discover 
the  difference 
between  the 
one-size -fits
-all career and 
the  one 
that
 really fits. 
At 
Hewlett-Packard we place 
special importance
 on the "fit." 
What 
we
 have to offer are 
diverse,  challenging projects... un-
equaled advancement and growth 
opportunities, and acknowledged 
technological leadership. 
The way we operate on an 
informal basis is not for everyone. 
You owe it to yourself to find out 
if 
it's
 for 
you. 
TI
 you like what you've read so far, 
we have many outstanding
 op-
portunities for 
v#00
 
COMPU'lER  SCIENCE
 ENGI-
NEERS, MECHANICAL ENGI-
NEERS, MATERIAL
 SCIENCE 
ENGINEERS, AND
 ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERS. 
For further information 
about HP 
write 
to:  
Corporate Staffing, Box 20 Al), 
Hewlett-Packard,
 
3(1(1(1
 Hanover Street, 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 
Lim
 
HEWLETT  
rA PACKARD 
place.
 Have you
 seen it" 
Henry 
also talks about what not 
to
 say. 
For in-
stance "Pre-Med. Oh, I 
play doctor too!" 
Anyway,
 he 
says  just don't try to be overly 
humor-
ous. It doesn't 
work.  Trust him. 
   
Bill
 
Cooper's  
days  as 
assistant
 potato 
peeler  at 
the
 
University  of Portland are 
over.  
Recently.  Cooper assumed 
his newest assignment
 
as director for Saga, the campus' food 
service.  
Cooper's  appointment to the Santa Clara post 
comes after 16 
years  of experience in Saga manage-
ment.  
Around Other Campuses 
is compiled by Staff 
Writer Luther Mitchell. 
II pun, 
11144444114y,
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Telling
 the truth? 
!.4 Lie 
detector's
 accuracy
 
questioned
 
NEW 
YORK  
t Alf') 
--
 On the 
eve 
of
 1984, 
use 
and
 
misuse of 
he
 detectors 
has sparked
 debate 
in 
the  
courtroom,
 the 
boardroom
 and
 the
 war
 
room
 
over
 the 
mixing of 
machines  
and
 morals. 
In
 Washington. 
federal  
officials
 are
 argu-
ing 
over
 
Reagan 
administration
 
proposals
 to 
require 
mandatory
 
polygraph
 
tests
 for thou-
sands of government
 employees.
 
In
 Los Angeles.  
lawyers are 
disputing  two 
different
 he detector tests
 which 
alternately  
indicate John Z. 
De Lorean is lying and 
telling 
the 
truth
 about the 
cocaine  
charges  
against  
him.  
In New York,
 a television
 station 
paid
 for a 
lie detector
 exam for a
 
former Guardian Angels
 
member
 who claimed 
leaders
 of the 
self-styled
 
subway 
vigilantes  had 
staged  incidents
 involv-
ing claims 
of police 
brutality.  And 
across  the 
country,  more
 and more 
employees 
and job 
pl applicants
 are filing
  and 
winning 
lawsuits 
against
 companies 
which 
require
 them to 
take 
polygraph tests.
 
A major 
problem  is 
that  no 
one,
 not even 
the 1,200 
members
 of the 
American
 
Polygraph
 
Association,
 will 
claim  lie 
detector
 test results
 
are always 100 percent 
accurate.
 
limo/ever.
 
they say the 
machine's  
measuring  of 
changes
 
in 
heartbeat, 
blood  pressure 
and perspiration
 
can 
show
 to 95 percent
 accuracy 
whether some-
one is lying. 
Opponents,  on the 
other  hand, say a 
ma-
chine 
should  never be 
the gauge of
 something 
as abstract 
as "truth."
 After all, if 
people
 
through 
the ages have 
been
 confounded 
by the 
notion
 of "What is 
truth?"
 then how can 
a ma-
chine 
decide  it for them? 
At 
hearings 
in
 Washington
 earlier this
 
month
 on the Reagan
 proposal, the
 head of the 
congressional  
Office
 of Technology
 Assessment 
called  the he 
detector
 "more of a 
fear
 detec-
tor:. 
The 
White
 
House  directive last 
March, 
aimed 
at plugging leaks
 to the 
news
 
media in 
the 
Defense Department
 and other 
agencies,  
could 
require  2.5 million
 federal workers
 and 
1.3 
million
 employees of 
defense  contractors
 to 
submit to 
polygraph tests or lose 
their jobs. 
Disgruntled 
Defense  Department 
employees
 
complain that
 while
 the 
Nixon  administration 
had its 
"plumbers:'  the Reagan 
administration 
has its 
"electricians."
 
Private
 employers
 require an estimated 
American 500,000 to 1 million 
workers
 and job 
applicants to take polygraph tests each year. 
Tests are given
 
to judge the honesty 
of workers 
before they are hired and to question people 
already on the job about thefts. 
Some people who  lose jobs 
because  they 
flunk he detector tests are fighting back by 
hiring attorneys
 who
 
challenge  the use of the 
machines on a variety of legal 
theories.  
In some 
cases they claim the 
results  are 
libelous. In 
some cases they claim the 
ma-
chines were 
defective
 or the operators
 were 
negligent. 
In one case in 
Chicago,  a
 
lawyer negotiated 
a settlement after claiming
 lie detectors were 
discriminatory because blacks have
 a higher 
failure rate. 
Another  pending case in New York 
claims that a department 
store  is discriminat-
ing against the physically handicapped 
by
 re-
quiring them to take lie 
detector
 
tests  
Seventeen states 
and the
 
District of 
Colum-
bia have 
passed
 laws
 either banning
 or restrict-
ing the use of 
lie detectors, and 21 
state; require 
polygraph 
operators to be licensed, 
according 
to the Legal  Action
 Center in New York. 
There 
is no federal law 
limiting
 polygraph 
use, though
 the U.S. courts bar 
he
 detector re-
sults as 
evidence.
 It is also rare for 
any state 
court
 to allow he 
detector  results as 
evldenve. 
even if 
both sides ask that 
it be admitted. 
In 
the De Lorean case,
 both the defense 
and 
the government
 prosecutors  
would like to 
have 
polygraph
 evidence 
admitted on  the 
former 
auto magnate's claim
 that his arrest by 
the
 
FBI 
on 
drug trafficking 
charges
 
was 
illegal
 entrap-
ment.  But the 
defense
 wants the judge
 to admit 
the  lie detector
 test that it 
arranged and 
De 
Lorean 
passed, while the 
government
 
wants
 the 
judge to admit 
the test the FBI 
arranged and 
De Lorean
 flunked. 
The U.S. Supreme
 Court has never directly 
addressed the 
issue, though a 1965
 opinion sug-
gested that
 polygraph results might be 
at
 odds 
with
 the Fifth Amendment 
protections  against 
self-incrimination. 
In
 the Guardian Angels case, 
WNBC-TV
 
last  Thursday asked Curtis Slhva, the group's
 
founder,
 to take a he detector test to defend 
himself
 against the allegations by four former 
members. 
When Shwa and his
 wife
 Lisa re-
fused. the 
station
 asked one of the four men to 
submit to an exam
 and he did. 
The polygraph expert who
 conducted the 
test later appeared 
on
 camera saying there was 
no indication that the man was 
lying, along with 
a reporter reminding viewers
 that the test was 
not  necessarily 
100 percent 
accurate.  
Andropov
 
threatens to end 
arms
 
talks 
MOSCOW t AP i --President Yuri V. Andro-
pov has modified the Soviet stance in arms con-
trol negotiations but says continuation of the 
talks will be "impossible" if NATO starts de-
ploying 
nuclear  missiles this year in Western 
Europe.
 
He expressed new
 flexibility Wednesday
 on 
.the number of Soviet 
missiles  in Europe and 
Asia.  on the ceiling for nuclear
-capable  aircraft 
and
 on destruction of missiles that 
would  be 
Parking
 policy 
 angers SJSU 
band
 
eliminated under terms ol an agreement. 
But Andropov
 did not back down from
 his 
position 
on two major Soviet 
demands  that the 
Western allies have 
rejected:
 that no United 
States missiles be deployed
 in Europe and that 
British  and French nuclear
 rockets be counted 
as NATO weapons. 
Western 
diplomats
 said they 
found "noth-
ing really 
new, just 
nuances"  in 
Andropov's  
offer. One 
called  it a "last 
ditch  effort" at 
get -
:continued
 from 
page
 1 
; "I 
think the only 
restraint working
 on the president
 is 
:precedent."
 Nemetz said.
 "If she grants 
an exemption 
to 
'one 
group,  she'll 
have
 to grant to 
another  and 
another."  
He estimated 
it would take 
one semester 
to
 determine 
[4I
 
ill. cost-effectiveness
 of the policy. 
. 
Knab  said the 
campus  had an 
unfriendly  image
 be. 
cause
 
of the enforcement
 policy. 
 
Nemetz said 
that in the past 
"We could be 
good guys 
:about
 it .. ., we like 
that sort of thing.
 However, there
 are 
; -different
 factors at 
work  now." 
James
 said that another
 problem was 
security. 
"We have 
found that with 
an open -parking
 environ-
 ment, there are a 
tremendous 
amount  of vehicles 
coming  
)n 
that
 we can't 
identify."
 he said. "We 
feel that if we can 
keep as 
much  parking in 
the Seventh 
Street  garage, we 
:can 
improve  the security 
of
 those vehicles." 
Cheryl 
Walters.  director 
of
 the Alumni 
Association.  
;suggested  that a 
ticket  taker be 
present
 at the garage 
who 
:would 
give  a 50-cent 
parking
 pass for the 
on -campus lots 
a -during evening
 and weekend 
events.  
- 
Walters also cited 
SJSU's poor image,
 saying 
"stu-
dents
 leave
 this campus and 
they're glad to get 
away." 
: Nemetz 
then suggested that 
spaces be made avail -
:able  on a pre -pay 
basis,  and that the 
group sponsoring 
the  
:.event
 could hire someone
 on the lots to collect
 a fee. 
 
Spiking
 
for 
kids  
Ciii 
()mega
 sorority and Delta Upsilon ftaternity
 will 
hold a Volleybalkk-Thon 
tomorrow to raise money so 
abused 
children can attend the Fire Fighters' Holiday
 
Extravaganza. 
The extravaganza is an annual fundraiser 
benefitting
 
the Santa Clara ()Dimly Medical
 Center  Burn Unit. 
The shtmv, featuring local and 
Hollywood enterain-
ment, is scheduled for Dec. 17 at the San Jose 
Civic Audi-
torium. 
Proceeds from 
the  fire fighter's show also 
will
 go to 
help purchase equipment 
for the children's shelter. 
Everyone is welcome to 
attend the 15-hour event,  
which begins at 9 a.rn, at the
 Chi Omega house, 435 S. 
* 
Sixth  St. 
Call Rick 
Naten  at 947-9169 for 
more  information. 
Patients
 
searching
 
for
 more
 than
 
medicine  
1 
SACRAMENTO
 (API  
Americans
 in increasing
 
numbers 
are going to 
doctors 
"for
 just about
 any kind 
of
 
personal 
problem,"  
but
 the medical
 profession 
is not al-
ways
 equipped 
to deal 
with
 the 
personal
 and 
emotional  
difficulties 
of patients, 
the U.S. 
surgeon
 general
 said 
.Wednesday.
 
People 
look to doctors
 for solutions
 for "their 
diet 
problems, 
their bad) 
habits  and 
confessions,
 
anonymous
 
sex and 
drug taking," 
said C. 
Everett
 Koop. 
appointed  
surgeon general 
last
 year by President
 Reagan. 
"The 
public
 is searching
 for answers 
in the medical 
profession,"  he 
said. "They 
want medicine 
to provide 
true meaning, 
order  and 
purpose
 to their 
lives."
 Such a 
public  attitude is 
"touching," 
Koop added, 
but  unrealis-
tic. 
 
FREE DIABETES AND HYPERTENSION 
SCREENING AND INFORMATION 
Saturday,
 Oct 
29,8 A M. to 
12 Noon 
at 
2577 
Samaritan
 Drive,
 Suite 
815  
San 
Jose,  California
 95124
 
Pleasecallina&ancelo,onappmnftnent 
(408) 356-1
 1 2 1 9am
 to 12noon, 2pm 
to
 Spm 
Board 
of 
Directors
 
San Jose 
State 
University 
Foundation
 
San Jose, 
California:
 
ting Western European
 leaders to seek a delay 
in the 
U.S.  missile 
deployment.
 
Soviet officials have been 
saying the talks 
should  continue beyond 
December  if no agree-
ment is reached, as 
long
 as deployment of 572 
cruise and Pershing 2 
missiles  has not started. 
Andropov added the 
Soviets  would find it im-
possible to continue 
negotiating,  although he 
did not repeat threats 
to
 retaliate against U S 
deployment. 
We have 
examined
 the 
condensed  
statement  
of 
financial
 
condition
 of 
San Jose 
State 
University  
Foundation
 as of 
June 30, 
1983. 
Our  
examination
 
was  made 
in 
accordance
 
with 
generally  
accepted  
auditing 
standards
 and, 
accordingly,
 
included  
such
 tests 
of the 
accounting
 
records
 and 
such other
 
auditing
 
procedures  
as we 
considered  
necessary
 in 
the 
circumstances.
 
In our 
opinidn,
 the 
Condensed  
statement  
of 
financial
 
condition  
presents 
fairly 
the 
financial
 position
 of San
 Jose 
State  
University  
Foundation
 at June
 30, 
1983,  in 
con-
formity
 with
 generally
 accepted
 
accounting  
principles
 applitto
 on a 
basis  
consistent  
with
 that of 
the 
preceding
 year. 
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House approves bill 
to 
curb illegal
 drugs 
WASHINGTON  
IAI "1' he 
How
 
, 
passed 
by
 voice vote Thursday an 611 
billion 
appropriations  bill with 
provi-
sions
 to "stem the tide" of illegal drugs 
from 
abroad
 and restrict abortion 
cov-
erage for federal employee 
health
 
plans  serving nine million 
Americans.  
The legislation 
would  finance the 
Treasury 
Department,  the 
Postal Serv-
ice, the
 Customs Service, the 
presi-
dent's office 
and other agencies 
for fis-
cal 1984. 
The bill, which 
went to the Senate,
 
was $299.7
 billion more 
than  the amount 
requested 
by the Reagan 
administra-
Page
 
5 
!ion.
 
The 
abortion 
provision 
is similiar
 
to 
an anti
-abortion 
restriction
 in the 
Medicaid  
program
 for
 
low-income  
Americans.
 
It would 
apply 
to the 
approxi-
mately  130 
health 
plans  
serving
 the 
fed-
eral
 
government's
 2.8 
million  
employ-
ees and 
their 
more  than 
six million
 
dependents.  
The 
anti -drug
 war 
would 
be bol 
stered by 
restoration
 
of
 $52.7 
million
 
and 
1,775 
positions
 the 
Reagan  
adminis-
tration 
wants  to 
cut
 from the 
Customs 
Service_ 
___,
 
. 
. 
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 Depreciation is recorded as a cost of providing
 services by the 
Found  ' . Depreciation is determined using the straight-line 
method over the estimated useful lives of the 
respective
 assets. 
10 years for the building and 5 
years  for equipment, furniture 
and fixtures. Depreciation in the amount of $21,279 was recorded 
in the plant fund for the year ended
 June 30, 1983. 
Fund  accounting
 requires 
the use of 
separate 
self
-balancing
 funds 
relating
 to 
different
 activities
 within 
the organi ...
 ion. A 
summary
 of these
 funds and 
. 
their
 purposes is as 
follows,  
 The
 general 
fund
 
is maintained  
to 
account
 for those
 transactions
 
related 
to all 
activities  not 
covered in a 
specific 
fund.  Ex-
penditures 
are  recorded 
in functional
 and object 
classifications.
 
 The expendable restricted funds are maintained to account for all 
income from certain endowment funds, contracts and grants and other 
gifts. The use of these funds are restricted for specific purposes 
stated by the supporting agencies or donors. 
 The designated fund is maintained to account for specific purpose 
funds as determined by the Board of Directors of the Foundation but 
which are not restricted by the supporting 
agencies  or donors. 
 The auxiliary activities funds are 
maintained to account for the 
revenues and expenditures of 
revenue
-producing, self-supporting 
activities
 that perform a service but are not 
educational  or gen-
eral fund activities. 
 The endowment 
fund  is maintained to account for money or 
other
 
item, received for any purpose where the donor
 has established 
restrictions. 
Income Taxes  
The Foundation is exempt
 from Federal income taxes under Section 501(C)(3) 
of the Internal Revenue Code. The 
Foundation  is also exempt from payment 
of the California franchise tax 
Sc) Premises  
The Foundation 
bane. certain of its premises from 
the  State of California 
for $12 per year Jnder an operating
 lease agreement that has expired and 
is being renegotiated. 
(2) Motes Payable  
Notes payable a.  of June 30, 1983 are summarized as follows 
Current  Noncurrent 
Total 
Monincerest
 bearing notes payable to 
an individual and the City of San Jose
 
5,05,525  
for improvements
 to Spartan Stadium; 
repayment 
to
 be based on 
101  of the 
gross ticket sales at 
the stadium with 
a minimum of 5% of the outstanding
 
indebtedness due each year 
1.9.11.916
 
16.19/
 
/.192,94/
 
904,6611 
2011.619 
1,515.519 
1.1.111.111
 
CALIFORNIA STATE 
UNIVERSITY  AND COLLEGES 
AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION 
Notes to Condensed 
Statement  of Financial 
Condition
 
June 30,
 1983 
(I) Significant Accounting
 Policies  
(m) Organization and Basis of 
Accounting 
The 
San Jose State Uni .... ity 
Foundation (Foundation) is 
defined as an aux-
iliary organization  in the California State 
Uni 
. .. i . y system. The pur-
pose 
of
 the Foundation is to 
serve 
the
 students, 
faculty,  staff and 
campus
 
community of San Jose State University, 
The 
Foundation follows a uniform accounting
 
and 
reporting
 system 
designed by 
the California
 State 
University.
 This 
system  utilises 
the 
basic  concepts 
of fund accounting as well 
as
 the 
accrual basis 
of 
accounting.
 
A summary 
of the accounting
 policies
 utilised 
herein by 
the 
Foundation  is 
as
 follows: 
All   from contracts and grants  for 
specific  
projects  is 
recorded
 when the cash 
is
 received or the  
account  
is billable. 
Gifts, grants and 
bequests  are 
recorded 
as 
revenue  when the   
are received
 or the 
account  becomes 
billable.
 
Investment income (interest 
and dividends) is recorded at 
the time 
it
 is earned. 
All other revenue
 
is recorded 
when earned, usually when cash
 is 
received or an account receivable is recorded. 
Essen a i aaaaa are charged to the 
appropriate account when materials 
have been received or services have been rendered. 
Purchased investments are reported at the lower of cost or 
market  
value. Donated securities or property 
is recorded at market value 
at the date of grant. 
92,690 
1,761,115  1.853,80, 
(2) 
Notes 
Payable,  
Continued  
Current 
Noncurrent 
Tom, 
Unearned 
promissory note to 
bank;  
interest 
at prime rate 
due  
September
 30, 1983 
5 
65,000 
65,000 
Mortgage
 note on 
Moss Landing 
Fire-
house;
 interest 
rate is 102
 due 
March 31,
 1988 
63 230 b3,230 
5 157.690  1,13,21,,341
 j.982.035  
(3) 
(4) 
Restated
 of 
Fund  
Balances   
As of July 
1, 1982, the 
following 
fund
 balances 
have been 
restated.  
(a) Endowment 
Fund
  
Balance 
at July 1, 
1982 
Prior
 year adjustment
 to 
eliminate
 unrealised
 loss an 
marketable 
securities 
Balance,
 restated
 at July 
1, 1982 
(b)  
General
 Fund  
Balance  at 
July 1, 
1982  
$ 2,118,262 
Prior
 year 
reclassification  
to account,
 payable 
96,510   
Saltines,
 
restated at July
 1, 1962 
2.011.752   
Reclassification of 
Funds   
As of 
July 1, 1962,
 the following
 funds have 
been reclassified
 to improve
 
functional 
disclosure 
of
 activity and
 balances 
 The prior
 year's designated
 fund has been 
combined  with the 
general 
fund. 
5 1,049,501 
19,269 
1....9.611.,a) 
 The 
restricted departmental 
fund
 has been 
reclassified
 as the 
designated fund together 
with certain accounts 
reported  in the 
general 
fund in prior
 years. 
 Certain accounts 
reported
 in the general fund in 
prior years have 
been 
reclassified
 to the 
'spendable  , conferences 
and institutes
 fund. 
 
 
0 
Page
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 October 28, I983/Spartan Daily 
Kathryn  
Uzzardo 
S.ISC 
defender 
Jaime  Diaz 
reflects his 
tea m's mood
 after the 
Spartans 
were  upset 
by
 Chico 
State
 
2-0.  The loss 
dealt  a serious 
hlow  to 
Si
 
St's NCAA playof
 f hopes. 
.r  
Hockey
 
team
 
tangles  
with  
UOP,
 
warms
 up for 
east 
coast
 
trip 
By Dean Kahl 
All things considered. SJSL's 
field hockey team might rather be in 
Philadelphia.
 
That's where the sixth
-ranked
 
Spartans head next weekend to play 
the seventh -rated Temple Owls. the 
10th
-ranked
 North Carolina 
Tar 
Heels and West 
Chester College. 
"Those twir
 games North Caro-
lina and Temple )." Spartan head 
coach Carolyn Lewis said. "could be 
our biggest (il the year." 
But the 
Spartans
 have to he 
wary (il 
stumbling  before their flight 
to the east 
coast. Saturday's SJSU  
Pacific match pits a team with one 
Northern  Pacific Conference loss 
against a team with one NorPar win 
 just
 the components 
for  an upset. 
"This is a big game for both 
'teams," Pacific head coach Carla 
Konet said. "Our girls haven't given
 
up. 
San Jose would like to win and 
look 
good 
for the regionals play -
oils,
 but 
this is our chance
 to 
play -
SPAR
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,.  , 
the role 
id the
 spoiler. 
The Tigers
 almost played 
spoil-
ers when SJSU 
traveled to 
Stockton
 
a month 
ago.
 The Spartans 
only
 won 
2-1, but head 
coach  Carolyn Lewis
 
does not see the
 Tigers spoiling the 
Spartans'
 Saturday. 
"Sure,
 this is a big game,"
 
Lewis said. "If 
we win, we're sole 
conference  champs. 
That's  incen-
tive 
enough."
 
Pacific
 has had its troubles this 
season en route
 to a 3-9-1
 
11-5
 in Nor -
Par record,
 but Konet attributes 
the Tigers' 
showing  to two factors  
youth and lack
 of players. 
Konet's
 
squad has only 
14 members, so the 
Tigers 
have  been practicing 
with
 
five-a-side.
 units  unlike the Spar-
tans' 11 -a -side practices. 
"The girls gel to touch the ball a 
lot in practice." Konet said. "but it 
doesn't give us a chance to work on 
the things we need to." 
One of the players hampered by 
the Pacific's lack of talent is center -
back I,uc Lagnms  the Tigers' 
leading scorer. According to Konet 
the rest of the team has had dill' 
cully playing at her consistent level 
"She gets a little 
frustrated:' 
Konet said. 
"She'll  make a good 
pass and our forwards will miss it 
Her teammates rely on her a lot." 
The Spartans, on the other hand, 
have just the opposite 
situation.  Led 
by the NorPac's
 leading scorer. 
Jeannie Gilbert. and Ali McCargo. 
Kim Green, Lynne 
McManus
 (No.2 
in the NorPac
 in assists) and Mace 
Savelkoul,
 the Spartans have played 
consistently all season in compiling 
a 13-2 
record. 
"In the
 nine years 
that
 I've been 
here." 
Lewis said, 
"this  team has 
the 
highest
 overall 
skill level 
Teams
 can't 
face
 us and
 key on 
one 
or two 
people.  
"With our 
team," Lewis
 added. 
"we
 can afford
 a player 
to have a 
bail game :Ind 
We'll still be 
strong...
 
1984
 GRADS
 
APPLY NOW 
EMPLOYMENT 
U.S.
 CENTRAL 
INTELLIGENCE
 
AGENCY 
Untque protess)onai 
opportunttleS for those seniors
 and graduate student, 
completing  
work  in 
Computer Science 
Economics 
Engineering  (aero, electronic,
 mechanical, nuclear) 
Foreign Area Studies 
Languages 
(Russian,  Eastern 
European, 
Middle
 Eastern, 
Asian) 
Mathematics 
(applied) 
Photographic  
Interpretation
 
All 
initial  assignments
 are in the 
Washington,  D.C. 
area. Some 
require foreign 
residence.  U.S.
 Citizenship required. Minimum
 
processing time is 
six 16) months. 
OBTAIN  YOUR 
APPLICATION  
FROM YOUR
 CAREER 
PLACEMENT  
OFFICE  ON 
CAMPUS.
 
RESUMES/APPLICATIONS  
MUST BE 
MAILED  AS 
SOON
 AS 
POSSIBLE 
TO P.O. BOX 
36103, SAN 
FRANCISCO,  
CA
 94102. 
QUALIFIED 
APPLICANTS 
WILL  BE 
INTERVIEWED
 AT AN 
EARLY 
DATE. 
Liza Murphy 
Spartan fullback
 Nlatt 
!McDowell,
 middle,
 fights for a loose 
ball
 in Wednesday's loss. 
Spartans'
 
turn
 to be 
upset
 
By 
John
 
OrMs13.\  
The
 SJSU 
soccer  
leant
 was fired
 up at ter 
Saturday's
 
upset 
of 
ranked  
USE',
 but got 
burned 
by
 a fiesty 
Chico 
State  team 
Wednesday  
night.  
"We
 played 
as had 
tonight  as 
we
 played 
well 
against
 
USF last 
Saturday,"
 a 
dejected  
Julius
 Menendez
 said 
after 
the 2-0 loss.
 "We 
were
 outplayed,
 it's as 
simple 
as
 
that." 
The 
Wildcats 
looked 
nothing  like
 the 
struggling  
team
 
that had 
gone 6-9 
before 
its match 
with the 
Spartans.
 
Chico State
 disrupted
 the SJSU
 offense 
with some
 aggres-
sive
 fullback
 play 
from
 Vincent
 Tubbs 
and Scott
 Perry 
and  took 
advantage  
of a shabby
 Spartan 
performance
 to 
pull off 
the  upset. 
The 
Wildcats  used 
a breakdown
 in the SJSU
 midfield 
to 
score  the 
only
 goal they 
would  need 
with  15 
minutes
 left 
in
 the first 
half. Fullback
 John 
Lourenco  
caught  the 
Spar-
tans
 pushing 
up.  
collected
 a loose 
hall
 and fired
 a 
IS' yard
shot 
past Spartan 
keeper Filippo
 Mancini. 
Chico's  final 
goal  came 
with  just 
over
 four 
minutes
 
remaining 
in the game 
with the 
Spartans  
pushing
 forward 
in 
a desperate 
attempt to 
tie the 
match.  
Wildcat
 forward 
Phil
 Figone 
made  a long, 
uncontested 
run down the
 left 
side 
and fired a 
I5-yarder  by 
Mancini for 
the  score. 
The  
Spartans
 had 
trouble
 generating
 any 
offense
 
against
 the hustling
 Chico 
defense.  Glen 
Lenhart  missed 
to the right 
from  25 yards to 
open the second 
half and had 
a 20-yard 
shot  stopped 
by Wildcat 
Goalkeeper  
Jerry  
Valles with 26 
minutes 
remaining.
 
Forward
 Tracy
 Davis 
missed  an 
opportunity  
when he 
missed 
high from 
20 yards 
at
 
the 21 -minute
 mark. 
Outside  of 
that,
 it was all 
Chico Slate.
 The Wildcats
 
played
 with the 
same  desire 
&1St' showed
 upsetting 
the  
Dons.  
"They wanted it 
more," fullback Vince
 Bertolacci 
said. "We
 might have letdown
 after Saturday's 
game,  I 
don't 
know.  They just took it (the 
game)
 away from us." 
Spartan team 
captain Tom Vischer 
said
 SJSU was "a 
different team" than 
the one that upset USF. 
"We were coming off a big 
win, and we were overcon-
fident, there's no doubt about it,"
 Vischer said. "We 
looked 
right past them." 
Fullback Matt McDowell
 was at a loss to explain
 the 
team's lackluster performance. 
"We 
were
 trying, but we just 
weren't
 putting it to-
gether,- he said. 
"They  (Chico State) came 
out and 
played lough. They really wanted it."
 
The loss dimmed any 
hopes the Spartans had 
of 
reaching post -season 
play.  SJSU is fighting for an at
-
large berth in the 
NCAA
 soccer tournament and 
must  be 
considered a long
-shot at best with only 
three matches 
remaining. 
"It's going 
tube tough now,- 
Menendez 
said.  "All we 
can 
do
 is play our 
best and win 
the  last three. 
Then we'll 
see what 
happens." 
Notes: Three Spartan
 forwards missed the Chico 
State match with injuries. Scott
 Chase is still hobbled with 
a severe muscle contusion on his 
right leg and will proba-
bly 
be
 out for the season. Rich 
Rollins
 was kicked in the 
tailbone in 
the USF game and will be out
 for a few more 
days. Matt Lord 
has been slowed by ankle and 
knee inju-
ries he sustained in practice. 
Lord  is also expected back 
sometime this week . . Memphis of 
the Major Indoor 
Soccer League 
t 
MISL)
 used their second round draft pick 
to select Spartan standout Tom Vischer. 
DEAL 
OF nit, 
CENTURY
 
Chevy  Chase and his  partners are arms dealers. 
They sell 
second-rate weapons to third world nations. 
But they're not out to stick it 
to anyone. 
CHEVY
 CHASE 
SIGOUFLNEY WEAVER 
GREGORY  HINES 
A WILLIAM 
FRIEDKIN  FILM 
A 
STEVE  TISCH-JON AVNET
 PRODUCTION 
IN ASSOCIATION WITH BUD 
YORKIN PRODUCTIONS 
"DEAL OF THE 
CENTURY"
 Music by ARTHUR
 B. RUBINSTEIN 
Executive 
Producers  JON AVNET, STEVE 
TISCH, PAUL BRICKMAN 
Produced by BUD 
YORKIN Written by PAUL BRICKMAN Directed by WILLIAM FRIEDKIN 
ipaiwonk
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Arlene Ringer,
 right.
 and 
Lisa Ice lea in 
up for a 
block.
 
 
David  hlArgati
 
Spikers
 
face
 troubled
 
Cal
 
Poly
 
SJSU
 
runners
 
to 
compete
 
in 
PCAA
 finals 
By Dean 
Kahl  
SJSU's cross country coach
 Marshall Clark 
hope's
 
seven  will be a lucky number for him this weekend. 
Clark and seven Spartan 
runners
 are SJSU's hopes at 
Saturday's  Pacific Coast Athletic Association at Cal Slate 
Fullerton.  But they might need more than just 
luck.  
"Irvine and 
Long  Beach 
are  the big 
teams."  Clark 
said.  
"Fresno
 
and  
UNLV  will also he tough. We 
hope  we 
can slay
 with those
 four." 
Senior Glenn
 Lee and 
junior Marco 
lbarra have 
run 
into 
an unlucky 
number this 
year  13. 
That  has been 
the 
highest
 finish
 by a 
Spartan runner this season.
 Lee fill-
ished 
13th  
in the Cal 
Invitational  
two weeks ago and 
!harm was 
13th
 at the 
Fresno
 State 
Invitational  one 
month ago. 
Clark,
 though, 
expects
 
good limes  at
 
Fullerton  from 
his top four runners 
 Lee, Marra, senior 
Bret Ballet -1 
and freshman 
Marcel  Kalma. 
Clark has some question marks 
concerning  the other 
three - sophomores
 Rich Macino and Steve Rivera and 
senior Rudy Vega. 
"Rich
 and Steve 
will have to run hard for that 
fifth 
spot." Clark said about the Spartans' depth after his top 
four runners. "I know that puts some pressure on them, 
but we need good performances to keep from 
getting 
bur-
ied.
 
Besides 
his  seven runners in the 56 -runner race, Clark 
might 
have 
two 
other
 elements 
to 
worry about  
th,
 
weather and the course itself. 
"I've  never
 seen 
the 
course,"
 Clark
 said. 
"If it's 
hilly  
at the 
beginning  it'll be a 
slow  
pace.  
But if it's flat early. 
it'll
 be a fast
 pace and
 I think 
Glenn's 
the  only 
one  (lipid'',
 
of 
keeping
 
up."
 
 
The 
heal
 and the smog are 
lesser concerns of ('larks
 
"It's 
been
 95 down there 
this week," Clark 
said. "The 
race is 
early  10 a.m.), so I 
don't  think the southern
 Cal 
runners
 have any advantage. 
"Of course," Clark added, "the heat could be a factor 
at the 
end  of the race." 
The Spartans will just have to hope
 they don't will 
lauieIv 
N1eNlahoii,
 
right,  
puts  a 
spike 
past
 Cal 
standout
 Syl-
vie 
Nlotinet  
in 
Wednesday's
 
Spartan
 
victory  
over 
the 
Bea rs. 
SJSU, 
16-3 
overall, 
is undefeated
 
iii Norl'ac 
Injuries 
slow  
Mustangs
 
By 
John
 
Ormsby  
It's back on 
-the road 
for the SJSU 
women's  vol-
leyball team. 
After 
following
 up a 
weekend  
road  trip 
to the 
Southeast  
with a 
home 
match
 against
 
California.
 
the Spartans
 are 
heading
 
south to 
take on a 
strug-
gling
 Cal 
Poly -San 
Luis 
Obispo
 team. 
SJSU faced the Mus-
tangs in a non
-conference
 
match
 earlier this year. 
es-
caping with
 a hard-fought 
five -game win 
during  the 
Spartan Shops 
Invalid in 
nal. 
It has been an 
up
 and 
down 
year for the 17th -
ranked 
Mustangs.  Cal 
Poly. traditionally
 a Nor-
Pac
 power, enters 
the 
match 
with  an 11-11 record. 
Coach 
Mike Wilton's team 
has been slowed by injuries 
and hurt by a 
lack of lead-
ership during
 the inconsis-
tent 
season. 
Middle
 blocker Terri 
Purling has missed severel 
matches with a sprained 
ankle and outside hitter 
Ellen Bugelski is out indef-
initely with 
a fractured 
right foot. Neither will 
see 
action against the Spar-
tans.  
"Anytime  
you  loose 
two 
players  of this 
caliber
 
it's going 
to hurl," 
Wilton  
said. 
"We're 
just  trying 
to 
overcome
 it." 
1>4441:A4 
The Mustangs
 are also 
Irving
 to overcome a 
lack 
ol leadership. All-Ameri-
can Sandy
 Aughinbaugh 
leads  the team in 
most
 of-
fensive categories and re-
mains 
one of the 
game's  
best players,
 but
 she has 
not  filled the leadership 
void left by graduated set-
ter Tina Taylor. 
"Sandy 
leads by exam-
ple,"
 Wilton 
said. "She's
 
not 
the type 
to speak 
up. 
and we 
miss the 
stability 
that  Tina 
gave us 
for the 
last
 few 
years."  
Inconsitent  
play  at the 
seller 
position 
has also
 
been a 
problem.  
Wilton  has 
alternated  
Dede  
Bodnar
 
and
 Linda 
Bohm 
at the 
po-
sition 
with  mixed 
results.  
"Setter is a 
very im-
portant
 position, and
 when 
you'r('  
having problems
 it 
hurts your
 entire of 
fense.  
For the Spartans. 18-5. 
it's 
another  match with 
a 
ranked
 opponent. SJSU has
 
won 14 of their last 16 
games, 
and  if the Spartans 
want to continue that pace, 
they'll 
have
 to do it 
against
 
some of 
the nation's top 
teams. Five
 of their six re-
maining matches 
are  with 
ranked 
opponents.  includ-
ing
 back-to-back 
matches  
with 
No
 .2 ('GP I Nov. 
2) 
and 
Ni,
 I Hawaii 
Nov.
 9). 
The match 
begins  at 
7:30 p.m. 
in Cal 
Poly's
 
main  gymnasium. 
OCTOBER
 
violent
 femmes 
3117 
Performing  a free 
concert
 on 
Halloween
 
12:30 p.m.
 Student 
Union
 
Ballroom.
 
San  Jose
 
State  
University  
'Violent
 I 1)11 
trues iii 
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and intelligent rock ir 
roll hand
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Mikal
 
Gilmore
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Spartans
 
fight
 
back
 
to 
sweep  
California
 
By
 
Dean
 
Kahl  
and
 
John
 
Ormst).
 
It 
was a 
pretty  
close
 
match, for a 
three -game 
sweep. 
The SJSU
 women's 
volleyball 
team
 came from 
behind three
 times 
Wednesday night 
on the 
way to a 
victory over 
Northern Pacific Confer-
ence rival California. 
"I don't feel we played 
our best match," Spartan 
head coach Dick
 Montgom-
ery said. "but I was 
pleased to win three 
to 
nothing." 
Cal jumped
 out to big 
leads early in all 
three  
games, only to watch the 
Spartans come 
back and 
win. The scores were 15-12. 
16-14, 15-7. but the 
Bears 
had their chances
 to get 
hack in the match. 
Cal  led 
7-1 in the first 
game before 
SJSU came back 
with eight 
straight
 points to take con-
trol.  
The first game ended 
in controversy when Ar-
lene Ringer 
brushed the 
net as the final 
point  was 
being scored. Instead of a 
15-9 win, the teams
 retook 
the floor and the Bears 
staged a mild comeback 
before
 SJSU put it away. 
"I didn't even see 
the 
play," Montgomery said, 
"but Arlene 
said she 
grabbed the net after the 
whistle." 
Cal insisted that 
the ball was still in flight. 
and 
the officials agreed. 
The Bears 
started 
quickly 
in the second
 
game, 
jumping  out to a 
6-I 
lead,  
but the Spartans
 
fought
 back and tied the 
match at nine
 and survived 
a seesaw 
finish to pull out 
the close 
match.  Two Cal 
errors at 14-14 
cinched  the 
game for the Spartans. 
A 5-1 lead in the final 
game couldn't 
save the 
Bears.  SJSU fought 
back
 to 
tie the game at seven, and 
then ran off eight straight 
points to finish the match. 
"They had early
 leads 
in all three games," Spar-
tan team captain Kim 
Kayser said.
 "I don't know 
if they folded
 up or if we 
just overpowered 
them."  
The Spartans'
 slow 
start might have been at-
tributed to the
 road trip to 
Kentucky 
last weekend. 
"II was
 very long 
trip," 
Montgomery  said. 
"I'm still 
tired.  The girls 
are 
younger
 than me but 
I 
think  they were a little 
tired too." 
Mandy McMahon car-
ried the load for 
the Spar-
tans with 
a fine all-around 
performance. The junior 
led the team with nine kills 
and 
a .444 hitting percent-
age. She also recorded 
three service aces and four
 
blocks.
 
Arlene Ringer added 
five kills, a .444 hitting per-
centage and five
 blocks. 
Lisa Ice
 had a big night de-
fensively 
with
 five digs. 
Setter 
Teri
 DeBusk kept 
the Bears
 off balance with 
some 
accurate  serves. De
-
Busk collected three serv-
ice aces in the
 match. 
FREE FUJI FILM 
Bring
 in your exposed
 print film tor 
,,,,r 
coupon) 
0. 
developing 
receive
 same expo-
gn 
seine
 
roll 
of
 film 
with  
coupon.  (1 roll 
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the 
Varsity
 
Sport  of 
the 
Mind 
* 
* * * ** * * * * 
** * * * * * ** 
* * * * * 
 
SIGN UP 
at the 
information  
center. 
 Last day to sign up 
is Nov. 
4th. 
 
You 
need 
4 
members
 per 
team.
 
 
Intramural
 play 
will be 
on
 
Friday,
 
Nov.  
11th
 and
 
18th 
from 
9am  to 
5pm. 
For  more 
info
 call Judy 
at 2 7 7-9 588
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Spartans
 
reduce
 serious
 
injuries
 
with
 
the
 Anderson knee brace 
Brace 'has 
made  a 
significant
 change,'  
trainer Charlie Miller
 
By
 Pat
 
Sangimino
 
The 
human 
knee was
 
not 
meant for the 
grueling 
combat 
of
 football. 
Many  
players
 
careers  
have
 
ended  
prematurely  
be-
cause  of 
serious  
knee
 inju-
ries.
 
However,
 
several  
SJSU 
players 
have 
avoided  
these 
injuries  with 
the An-
derson 
knee 
brace,
 a pro-
tective brace 
that
 trainer 
Charlie 
Miller 
has  been 
using for 
three years.
 
"The
 Anderson knee 
brace has
 made a 
signifi-
cant 
change in 
reducing
 
knee injuries." Miller 
said.  
The brace, a hinged
 
piece of metal that bends 
with  the leg. is designed to 
wear on 
the outside of the 
leg. 
Miller made it manda-
tory for all 
SJSU
 linemen 
to 
wear
 these during prac-
tice. 
but  made it 
.optional  
during 
games.  
The brace transfers
 
the force of the 
contact
 to 
the brace 
rather
 than the 
knee, so the brace  not 
the knee  
absorbs  all of 
the punishment.
 
"Most of 
the time se-
rious  knee injuries occur 
when someone falls on 
you," Miller said. "The 
lineman is too busy block-
ing his man and he gets 
bumped by the 
player
 next 
to him and  there 
goes  his 
knee. 
Since  
the 
Spartans
 
began  
using
 the
 
knee  
brace,
 
only
 one 
player
 has
 
suffered
 a 
serious
 
injury
 to 
the 
knee,
 
according
 
to
 
Miller.
 Last
 
spring.  
Brett
 
Grauss
 was
 
involved  
in a 
three-man
 pile up 
and  hurt 
his 
knee. 
However,
 Miller 
said
 that 
if it 
was  not 
for 
the brace,
 Grauss
 would
 
not 
be on the 
SJSU
 squad 
right 
now.  
"With  
the
 type 
of pi-
leup 
he was 
involved 
in. it's 
a 
wonder that
 he's 
playing
 
today."
 Miller
 said. 
"Even  
the 
brace 
couldn't  
have 
stopped
 him 
from 
getting 
injured 
on that play."
 
The 
players  
were
 skep-
tical of the 
apparatus 
at
 
first. 
"It was 
uncomfort-
able the
 first time
 that I 
put it on," offensive
 guard 
Ken Delgado
 said. "It 
felt 
like it was
 hindering my 
movement,  
but
 it really 
wasn't. 
After  a while 
I got 
used to it." 
Miller 
added,
 "Now 
the 
players 
don't  want 
to
 
go out 
there  without their 
knee braces 
on. It's like 
going on to the field 
with-
out their 
helmets
 or pads 
on.  
Delgado  would have 
suffered an 
injury  had it 
not 
been  for the Anderson 
knee brace. During
 the 
Spartans' 23-10 
win  over 
Stanford earlier in the year 
a 
Cardinal  lineman fell on  
him. If he wasn't wearing 
the knee brace, he said that 
he 
probably would have 
been hurt seriously. 
Now Delgado sports a 
badly bent brace in his 
locker. That was the brace 
he was wearing 
at
 the
 time
 
of the 
accident. 
"That brace
 is the only 
reason why I was
 still able 
to play." he said. "It ab-
sorbed most
 of the blow." 
Delgado.  like 
most of 
the other Spartan linemen, 
swears by those knee 
braces now. While they are 
optional in games, all
 of 
the Spartans
 wear them. 
Delgado even wears it on 
the non -contact practice 
days. 
"I still 
go
 with the 
brace on light days." 
Del-
gado 
said. "You never 
know what can happen. 
You can slip in a hole and 
fall or 
something like 
that."
 
The Anderson 
knee 
brace  has become a big 
thing on the market be-
cause 
of its use by the San 
Francisco
 49ers this sea-
son. Since then, several 
other 
teams  
have  begun
 
using 
the  protective
 de-
vice.
 
The braces sell for 840 
each. 
Expensive.  
maybe. 
but
 
Miller said that 
since  
the price of knee 
surgery  is 
810.000,
 spending just $40 
on a knee 
brace that is pro-
ven for effectiveness
 is rel-
atively cheap. 
One  Spartan
 has 
had 
to 
go 
through
 knee 
surgery 
this year. Safely Lou Pa-
trone was injured in the 30-
loss to California in the 
second
 game of the season. 
Although he was not wear-
ing the Anderson knee 
brace.  Miller said that it 
would not have made much 
of a 
difference  in Patrone's 
case.  
"Patrone's injury 
could not have been pre-
vented." Miller said. "The 
brace is designed to 
absorb 
contact
 but he was 
injured
 
with more 01 a twisting 
mechanism,
 lie'
 twisted his 
knee  pretty 
licJI 
Liza
 
Murphy
 
SJSU trainer Charlie Miller explains how the knee 
brace works. 
Spartan Schedule 
Saturday, Oct. 29 
Volleyball: The Lady Spartans, 
winners  of 
14 of their last 16 matches, travel
 south to 
face nationally ranked Cal Poly
-San
 Luis 
Obispo in a 7:30 match. SJSU 
is ranked 
No. 11 according to NCAA 
polls and boasts 
an 18-5 record. 
Field  Hockey: SJSU, the sixth
-ranked  
team 
in the country, hosts Pacific at the
 
South Campus field at 1 p.m. 
The  Lady 
Spartans, 
13-2 this season, will take
 the 
field 
following-
 the Walk for 
Women  of 
Sparta. 
Monday, Oct. 31 
Women's Golf: 
The women's golf team, 
winner of two tournaments
 already this 
season, will compete 
in the three day 
Western Women's 
Invitational  Tournment 
at the Rancho 
Murieta  Golf Club in Sacra-
mento.
 
Tuesday, Nov. 1 
Women's Golf: The Western 
Women's
 In-
vitational
 Tournament continues in 
Sacra-
mento.
 
Wednesday,
 Nov. 2 
Volleyball: SJSU 
travels to Stockton for 
one of its most 
important
 matches of the 
year against 
second
-ranked Pacific. 
Both
 
teams are 
undefeated  in the NorPac 
Con-
ference and this 
match  should decide the 
league championship.
 
Women's Golf: 
The Western 
Women's
 In-
vitational Tournament
 concludes. 
Thursday,  Nov. 3 
Soccer: 
The  Spartans will 
host
 Loyola-
Marymount
 at 7:30 p.m. at 
PAL Stadium 
Weightlifters
 
suspended
 
for
 
drug  violations
 
MOSCOW ( 
AP
 )  Eleven 
weightlift-
ers, 
including
 an American, 
who  were dis-
qualified
 from the Pan 
American Games, 
are ineligible for the
 1984 Olympics be-
cause of a 
two-year
 suspension 
imposed
 
by the International
 Weightlifting
 Feder-
ation, a 
delegate  said Saturday.
 
The 
suspension, which 
is effective 
from 
Aug. 14. 1983, the 
date
 of the Pan Am 
Games, 
through
 Aug. 13. 1985,
 also affects 
a Cuban 
world  record holder,
 Canadian 
federation delegate
 Philip St. Cyr 
told The 
Associated Press. 
The names of 
the suspended 
weight-
lifters 
were not released.
 
However,  the 
American  
disqualified  
in the 
Pan  Am Games
 was Jeff 
Michels,  
who 
was  stripped 
of
 three gold 
medals  for 
what 
was considered
 abnormal
 amounts 
of 
testosterone  
in
 his system.
 Michels 
competes  in the 
110-kilogram 
class. 
Disqualified  for 
illegal
 steroid use 
at 
the 
Pan  Am Games 
was Daniel Nunez
 of 
Cuba.  who set a 
world  record in the
 snatch 
at 
the summer 
event.  His three
 gold med-
als were 
taken away 
and  officials 
said
 the 
record,gld
 not 
count.
 
Tamas Ajan,
 an international
 weight-
lifting 
official in 
Moscow  for 
the World 
and 
European  
Championships,
 said he 
had  the 
names  of those
 suspended
 at his 
hotel  and 
would
 disclose 
them later 
Saturday.
 
Murray 
Levin,  the 
president 
of
 the 
U.S. 
Weightlifting
 Federation,
 reached
 by 
telephone
 in his 
office  at 
Boca  Raton,
 Fla., 
said he 
had  not been
 notified 
of any 
sus-
pensions. 
Michels 
was believed
 to be 
home
 in 
the Chicago 
area and could not be 
reached  
by telephone. 
The 
suspensions were imposed
 during 
a 
closed  meeting of the 
executive  board, 
held last
 week, St. Cyr 
said.  
The  other weightlifters 
involved
 in the 
Pan Am Games 
disqualifications  included 
Alberto Blanco 
of Cuba; Canadians
 Mi-
chael
 Viau and Guy 
Greavette;  Jose Ad-
armes  Paez of Venezuela;
 Enrique Mon-
tiel of Nicaragua;
 Jaques (Niger 
of Chile; 
Guillermo 
Lopez  of Argentina;
 Jose Loz-
ada 
of
 Puerto Rico; and 
Caballero  Dolcey 
of 
Colombia.
 
A 
total  of 16 atheletes,
 including the
 11 
lifters,  were 
disqualified
 from the 
Pan  Am 
Games  at Caracas.
 Venezuela,
 and 
stripped
 of any medals
 and records 
they 
earned,
 after tests 
showed banned 
sub-
stances in 
their systems
 ranging from 
eye 
drops  to 
anabolic  steroids.
 
St. 
Cyr  said the use
 of proscribed 
drugs was
 a major issue 
for the executive
 
board and
 for the IWF
 Congress, 
which 
was held 
Friday. 
"The 
executive
 board 
discussed it 
for 
five
-six hours."
 he said. 
"They  had a 
long 
agenda,  but 
they  devoted 
most of the 
day 
to
 this one 
issue 
because
 this 
(use of 
drugs) 
is
 getting 
really 
serious.  It 
gives  
weightlifting   
all sports 
in fact  
a bad 
name." 
St.
 Cyr called 
the two-year
 suspension 
"quite  a harsh
 penalty," 
but added 
that  he 
believed  
future  
violations
 of 
drug -use 
rules 
would  bring 
even 
stiffer
 
punish-
ments 
from  athletic 
governing 
bodies like 
the 
IWF.
 
 Sports
 Transactions
 
By The Associated 
Pre,
 
BASEBALL 
American League 
MILWAUKEE 
BREWERS  - Added 
Teodoro  Higuera. Scott 
Roberts,  Bill Weg-
man, 
and Bruce Williams, pitchers. 
Ernie  
Riles, infielder, and Mike 
Felder and Eric 
Peyton, outfielders, to roster. 
BASKETBALL
 
National Basketball Association
 
GOLDEN STATE 
WARRIORS   
Placed Peter Thibeaux, forward, on 
waiv-
ers. 
KANSAS CITY KINGS
  Traded Reg-
gie King, forward, to the Seattle Super 
Sonics
 
for a second -round pick in the 1985 
NBA 
draft.
 
LOS 
ANGELES
 
LAKERS
  Placed 
Clay
 
Johnson,  guai d. Kurt 
Rambis,  for-
ward,
 and 
Mitch 
Kupchak, 
forward,
 
on the 
injured
 
list.
 
NEW 
YORK 
KNICKS 
 Cut 
Mark 
Jones,  guard.
 
SAN
 ANTONIO SPURS  Cut 
David  
Lawrence,
 forward. 
SAN 
DIEGO 
CLIPPERS   
Signed Mi-
chael 
Brooks,
 forward.
 Acquired 
Hank  
McDowell,  
forward, 
from
 the 
Indiana  
Pacers
 in exchange
 for future
 consider-
ations. 
SEATTLE
 SUPER SONICS 
 Cut 
Steve 
Burks, guard, 
Pete  DeBisschop, 
center, and Craig
 Dykema, forward.
 
Added Charles
 Bradley. guard, and
 Steve 
Hayes, 
center,  from waivers. 
WASHINGTON
 BULLETS  
Placed  
Bryan Warrick,
 guard, on 
waivers
 
FOOTBALL 
National Football League 
BALTIMORE  COLTS  
Reactivated 
Derrick 
Hatchett, 
defensive
 back. Cut
 
Marco 
Tongue, 
cornerback,  and 
Ernie 
Barnes.
 nose tackle. 
HOUSTON
 
OILERS
  
Signed 
Curtis 
Brown,
 
running
 
back.  
Cut
 Al 
Steinfeld,
 
guard.
 
KANSAS CITY 
CHIEFS  
Placed 
Tom
 Condon, 
guard, on the
 injured re-
serve 
list.  Signed 
Rich  
Baldinger,
 guard. 
AND 
BEFORE
 
I KNEW 
IT, THEY 
DONE 
ROUNDED
 UP 
MY
 
WIFE  AND
 
KIDS
 
AND SHOVED 'EM 
INTO THE 
DARN  
SPACESHIP
 
At-
 . 
Att:TA 
LAST NIGHTROUND
 
MIDNIGHT_ A 
BUNCH
 OF 
ALIE/VS
 
LANDED
 
RIGHT  
HERE 
IN MY 
OWN 
BACKYARD.  
GUESS  
THAT
 
CONFIRMS
 
THERE'S
 
NO
 
INTELLIGENT
 LIFE 
OUT 
'THERE.
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Spartan
 
Daily/Friday,  
October  28, 1983 
SPARTAG'UIDE
 
Sigma
 
Chi 
welcomes  you to its haunted house from 
II
 
to 
to
 
midnite  on 
Saturday 
and Sunday
 at 
284 S. 
Tenth  St. 
   
The 
A.S.  
Program
 
will have a 
Halloween
 po-
etry
 
reading
 about 
witches
 and goblens from 11:30 a.m. to 
12.30
 
p.m.
 
Monday  in the upper pad of the 
Student Union. 
For
 
more
 
information
 call Alan Day at 
277-2807.  
   
Spartan
 
Oriocci  will hold a pre
-Halloween  dance 
and  
concert
 
from 
9 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
tonight
 at the
 San Jose 
Convention
 
Center. For more 
information
 call 
Michael
 
at 
277-8527.
 
   
The 
Biology  Students Association
 will hold a 
Hallow-
een
 
Party tomorrow
 at 7:30. For location 
details
 
come
 
to 
eituncan
 
Hall
 room
 346.
 
   
Student
 
Health Services 
will  
conduct
 self
-breast  ex-
.iminations
 from 
3p.m. to 
4 p.m. 
Monday  in 
Health  Bldg. 
room
 
208. For more 
information
 call Oscar 
Battle  at 277-
362:2 or 
277-2222
 
 
  
Semper
 Fidelis 
Society
 will
 
hold  a 
Marine
-Beirut
 me-
morial 
service
 at
 
II a.m, today
 in the 
Spartan 
Memorial  
Chapel.
 For
 more 
information  call 
Jim 
Opila 
at 279-9601 
or John 
Maddox  at 277-11959.
 
   
The AKBAYAN Club will hold a general meeting
 at 
1:30 p.m. today
 in the 
Student Union 
Guadalupe
 Room. 
For 
more 
information
 call Frank
 at 988-8994 
or
 Monet at 
998-9928. 
   
The 
Association
 for 
Computing
 
Machinery  will 
hold a 
meeting 
at
 1:30 p.m.
 today in ENG 
239.
 For 
more infor-
mation call Ron 
Sha 739-5728. 
   
Students
 for Peace will hold its 
weekly  meeting at 7 
p.m. Sunday 
upstairs
 in the Women's 
Center. For more 
information call Dan Ballard at 294-9121. 
Study
 
questions
 bypass  
surgery
 
WASHINGTON
 (AP) - 
Despite the
 trend 
toward  
inure  
surgery, many 
heart  
disease 
patients 
with  mild 
chest pain and those who 
survive 
heart  
attacks
 without
 
complications
 do not 
need  coronary 
bypass 
operations.  
according 
to
 a major 
National  
Institutes
 of Health 
study  
eleased
 
Wednesday.  
Results of a 
10-year, $24
 million study
 involving 
15 
medical  
centers
 indicate 
patients  with 
moderate 
heart  
disease  survive 
just as long 
with  drug 
treatment
 as those
 
who have bypass 
operations. 
Researchers  say 
that if 
doctors
 adopt 
the  study's 
rec-
ommendations,  up 
to
 25,000 of the 
estimated 
170,000  by -
grass 
operations  
performed
 annually 
in this country
 could 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
ALL INDEPENDENT POLITICAL 
ACTIV  
ISIS
 John B Anderson 11980 
'1"! Ind Cand for
 Pres I is  fornrisrg the 
National Unity Party We owl 808 
mummer! on Calif by Jan 84 to 
qualify Call Mike 370 7531 
CHILD ABUSE 
TREATMENT
 PRO 
GRAM 
Enhance
 personal
 
and  pro 
festoonal growth
 as 
VOLUNTEER
 
INTERN in world renowned locel 
program 
Counseling.  support 
Services. admen
 data processing.
 
public awareness fundraising
 
etc
 
B. & mono 
lingual all majors 
grad & undergrad Experience horn 
clerical to post 
geol  intro to mtro 
yen We need you Near campus 
ICE
 F PO Box 952. SJ. 95108 
280-5055 
DENTAL/VISION
 PLAN for students 
/ Enroll now' Save your teeth end 
eyes and also money
 Information 
AS office or phone 371 6811
 
GAMMA PHI 
BETA & PHI DELTA 
THETA wish  speedy recovery to 
their exchange ...mines 
GAMMA 
PHI  BETA Have  
Happy
 Hal 
lowmn 
& thanks tor the exchange 
SPookfully
 
yours.
 The Phi Del. 
GIVE THE GIFT only you can give to 
someone you 
love  beautiful 
color portrait by John Paulson Pho 
tography 448 2388 
HARD TiME 
IN CALCULUS' Unhappy 
wit6 your grades' Send 
5395
 opd 
for 
sedexplanatory  
study
 
god. 
to George Smits.. 
2829 Morten 
6 on C.k Rd . SJ
 95132 
JESUS IS LORD of SJSU 
Maranatha  
ownes you to participale in New 
Testament Christianity 
and  see 
this world 
changed for the glory of 
God Sunday 11 00  rn Swee 
nay Hall 
1.00
 p
 
in Thursday  
7 
30p 
or SU Guadalupe Rm 
KARATE DO & 
KABUDO CLASSES 
11.) Traditional 
Japanese
 Okinawan 
(ara. Shoronto ShotoKan Sho 
on 
Classical Kobudo (weapon) 
mining K eeeee do & Kobudo like 
other martial or cultural sots hes 
ots aim at 
nothing loss then to 
maks a better person for society 
The training is herd to make the 
person confront his physical and 
IP 
emotional Imitations
 II stresses
 
mantel and physocal control to help 
the person overcome the limm 
non. of the ego 11 emphssores 
courtesy  and
 rasped.
 the 
Parson  
being 
in harmony with self and 
others
 Contact Japan Karate Do 
Renshinkan Sharma & Kobudo 
Dora 3232 El 
Camino
 Real Santa 
Clara or South San Jose Branch 
 lOakodge Aohletic Clubl 
For our 
neer., 
club call 14081 243 1611 
or 
14151236  5866 
LADY 
SPARTAN  CLUB SOFTBALL 
Spring schedule set 
for  women in 
teresied
 in playing fast pitch 
softball us intercollegiate reams 
Fund raisers and 
booster
 8 helps 
OM 
your  SJSU fees 
& books See 
416 you Nov 2 & 9 4prn MG 202 
Call 226 5966 or 277 
3158 lot 
onto
 
LOOK NO FURTHER, Dayton. Bible 
Studies'  The Baptist Student 
Union is active and wants to grow 
at SJSU Come and b   part of 
Fellowship
 Time   
Wed at 
11 30 on the Guadalupe Rm For 
 other Bible study times and tom 
ones call Keren at 377 0772 or 
David et 
14151 
965 0151 
 
NO MAN 
IS AN ISLAND end no 
woman other' Bridge the goo
 
through 
leadership
 friendship and 
swarm to others Chocover why so 
mam men and women belong to 
Alpha Phi Omega the nation s 
largest bolero,. Campus  real 
den./commuters end Greeks am 
invited to  campus meeting o 
2PM Salurday October 
2916
 in 
the Guadalupe Room SJSU 
Col 
lege Union Call 227 4569 for 
fur  
ther  dem. 
SJSU SHOTO
 RAN
 KARATE CLUB re 
grouping If ee  ed on inc.. 
4, ing your knowledge & skill in the 
art of karate wont your own SJSU 
Karate Club come by PER 280 3 
In 4 30 pm 
on 
IF or 
cell 629 
0421 for info All levels are wel 
corm beg thru advanced We cm 
01 achieve together 
in refinemeno 
of ourselves 
SKI CLUB HALLOWEEN DANCE Fro 
On  28th 9 lAM lettermen* 
Hall 4259 Oth Sr More  info call 
243 
3566 or 296 3947 
SOMEBODY CARES ABOUT 
YOU  sot 
Evangel Christian 
Fellowship Our 
church is 
filled  *oh dynamo 
young people 
who Delo.. that 
God is alive end doing mining 
things
 on the earth today Visor us 
 
Sunday ai 8 30 am 11 
00
 arn or 
be avoided
 or postponed. 
Since the operations 
cost
 between $15,000 and 
$20,000
 
each, resulting in a 
total  annual cost of about $3 billion, 
this could 
represent  a yearly savings of up to 
$500  million 
in health care costs, they added. 
The study of 780 
patients randomly assigned between 
the two treatment options 
found "no significant differ-
ence  in survival between 
medically
 or surgically assigned 
patients 
overall." 
"Al six years, 90 
percent of the
 medically 
assigned  
and 
92 percent of 
the  surgically 
assigned  patients 
are  
alive," it continued. 
CLASSIFIED
   
6 30 pm 
Rides eveilable
 1265 
Pedro 
St SJ near 280 
and Race 
15 mm from SJSUl
 279 2133 
THERE IS 
NO GOD or 
is there' The 
Overcomers
 believe there is 
Come
 
mpertence new life
 in Christ every 
Wedmsday 
night  at 7 30. Cos. 
nom 
Room.  Student Union 
279 
2133 
WORSHIP
 AT CAMPUS Christian Can
 
ter 
Sunday Lutheran
 10 45 am 
Catholic 
400 and 900
 
Pm 
Prayer  
group  Tuescley at
 
5001m
 
Please
 call campus 
Ministry  298 
0204
 for worship 
counseling pro 
grams 
and 
study  
01,Pisnunnms
 
Rev 
Natalie
 Shires Ft Bob 
Hayes.  
Sr Joan 
Pemba Rev 
Norb Firm 
hobo 
AUTOMOTIVE  
SAVE 
DO YOU NEED 
good
 *co. 
nomical transponatoon
 You don't 
need a car you 
need
 a Volkswa. 
gen.  Several 
to choose 
from  Fl 
noticing
 avolable Cell Andre 
265.  
4400
 Dealer 
FOR SALE 
MOTORCYCLE
 - 1975 HONDA 
5504
 
f miring 
bucket seats 
crashber.
 lug 
gage reek. 4500 
miles. $850 
739 7245 
HELP 
WANTED
 
AMBITIOUS'
 NEED EXTRA 
CASH,  But 
can 
only
 work
 part 
tome'
 
OPPot  
oily for good 
mt.  income Train 
mg 
provided
 Phone 972 2120. 
evenings
 79 
AVON SALES
 REPS Exclusive
 tondo 
ries 
offering  ecelleno part
 time in 
corm with flee  hrs
 Call Gloria al 
998 
0407 
CAMPUS REP
 CHOICE MEDICAL
 GRP 
spec
-mints
 on Wornen's 
Health  hes 
pail time opening Must be Ma 
me 
ambitious, outgong
 with 
marketing
 interests 86 
50 hr Call 
Jan
 358 
3589 
CARPET  CLEANER 
NEEDED  FT PT 
Must have 
own vehicle 
Hard 
work.
 high pay Cell 378
 3382 
SALES  CLERKS
 FULL PART
 TIME 
Eastrodge
 Shop Mall 
New retell 
graphic art 
poster
 store 
Tidy  re 
sponsoble  parsons for 
sales  and 
framing No  
smokers
 1408) 238 
8100 or
 14151 
525 
0586 
DOOR TO DOOR. 
store  to store Sell 
mg 
memberships  on the New 
Ad
 
ventures
 Dinner Club 
Only moist 
meet is your time 
and willongness 
to work 50% commission Apply 
9 to 
11 AM. 480 N First St . Ste 
111.S J 14081294 1133 
'AFC() SOLAR SYSTEMS. Bay area's 
largest solo heating cottony seeks 
serious
 business oriented people 
for melting opportunity in solar
 
sales Pert or 
full rime Min 20 
his per week Cell John Mack 
14081  733 7272 or send resume 
to 7409 Mary Ave Sunnyvale  
CA 94086 
HOSTESS PART TIME ho sssss for 
weekends No mpertence nee 
Nice Chinese rest Apply in person 
al 1339 N Forst 
Sr
 S 
J To Fri 
1 30 
10 
00
 P
 
in
 
PoOtton
 open
 
now 
Ask for Dennis 
INDEPENDENT
 NUTRITIONAL
 CON 
SUL TANT
 Now you can launch  
new carmr
 that will 
provide
 you 
with an opportunity to earn lop 
income Become on Independent 
Columbia Consulant making 
money working 
full time or part 
tome You 
will help people to meet 
their 
nutrotoonel
 needs
 by 
proodon9
 
them with an mcelleno
 diet supple 
mem This nutritious product os de 
signed to enable people to gem 
loose or  maintain 
ohm body 
weight For more rotor...on call 
Independent Columbia Consultant 
al 14081 294 9600 8 din to 5 
p
 
in 
Monday  Ihru 
Friday
 
INFORMATION CENTER ATTENDANT 
PI tirne energetic person to deal 
w jobb. & phones Must 
be able 
to work some mornings Work 
study preferred Contact Info 
Center Student Union 
MODELS FASHION -COMMERCIAL 
Im 11 no mperoanc nacos.. 
L Ammo 
Models leading Bay 
Area agency seeks
 new faces En 
rope New York Tokyo work pos 
Phk. 
CM,
 for
 MO 
14081 559 
3930 2420 
The Promyard 
Campbell CA 95008 
OFFICE ASST PT now and full limn 
during semester break Flachle 
hours
 Filing customer roma. t 
telephones Call 
Judy
 t
 
Russells 
Furniture  263 9043 
PART TIME RFC LEADER 
WANTED 
84 50 B5 00 per hi Mon Fri  
2 00 6 00 p
 
in
 1 5 days Call 
)4081 999 
4400 ask Inr June 
Work study student 
PHOTOGRAPHIC MODELS WANTED 
Earn learn and build  portfolio
 
No experience necessary
 Photos 
Unlimited Eves 972 
2120
 
SIERRA 
DESIGNS  IS OPENVIG a new 
store on San Jose 
We have onme 
dicta openings 
for  sales persons,  a 
bookkeeper and a ski 
tech Pan 
and full time day and 
eves avail 
249 4890 Ask for Alm 
START YOUR
 OWN BUSINESS New 
company setting all 
sales  records 
Selling
 not no sssss y to 
earn  top 
income 
New space age foods de 
veloped by NASA require no rehig 
oration 15 year shelf life No pre 
 vas added 
end can be 
prepared on 5 minutes Bakery 
products 
rust add water and cook 
Also gormet   
end 
drinks 
Unlimited 
potential  For more odor 
'nation on becoming a 
distributor 
or buying at dostributor prices. cell 
Bran
 at 554 2966 
TOGO'S 900 N FIRST ST 
need. to 
help Mon
 Fri 1 larn 2prn or later 
Sat 115 If you can 
work
 any of 
Mem days.
 call 110W 287-41170 
TWO 
JOBS
 
Handyman  $7 
00/hr  
Iskilledl  for apartmenos near 
cam  
pus Also need 2 muscle men to 
work 
on
 cell at venous hours 
$4 50/hr 
We
 run this ad all se 
minter Apply 
1040  N 4th or call 
Don.. 288-6647
 
URGENT, This week Cleaning  68 St
 
Grimy  26. apt . bitch wdwrk 
sweep 
rug cOing
 
wrk
 
01 hrs Call 
Mrs
 Seymour. 749
 2298. 95 
HOUSING
 
CONVENIENTLY  LOCATED TO 
SJSU  
Contractor's lux 
5bro3be hon. in 
Campbell. $219.000 Oil. Crane 
4W2 1 i2Os house
 in Cupolas°. 
1249.000 31:W2M 
house in 
West 
S J . 6145.500 Call Asya  
Peck. Century
 21 2524370 
LOST
 ft FOUND 
LOST WOMAN S ID BRACELET 
In 
scrip." on front and back If 
found call Stephame 
281  1348 
Reward no questions askedo 
PERSONALS
 
DO YOU ENJOY DANCING' I'm  
white male looking for a female 
donee partner For more info 
Dancer. 929 Invormss Way. Sun 
mottle CA 94087 
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC Unwanted heor 
removed forever Confidential By 
appt only 247 7486 335 So 
Baywood Ave . San Jose. CA, 
LIL SIS CHRISTINA PERRY Have a 
greet birthday) From
 your Chi 
Omega Bog Sin 
Stow.
 
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE roommate to 
live woth  cerebral palsy as  corn 
moron Call Brim sssss 5 pm 298 
2308 
SERVICES 
BECAUSE
 OF YOUR FANTASTIC RE 
SPONSE I am repeating
 my offer 
Bare It oser Stop shaving wax 
ing tweezing or using 
chemical  
dephtorres Let me permanently
 re 
move yet. 
unwanted  Sao Ichon hi 
Mono tummy moustache etc 115% 
doscounl to studenos and foully 
COI before Dec 15 
1983 and get 
your 1st spot at 1 2 price 559 
3500 Gwen 
Chelgren RE HAIR 
TODAY 
GONE
 TOMORROW 
1645 5 
Bascom  Ave Ste C 
Campbell CA 
CASH FOR YOUR BOOKS and re 
cords. Recycle books and records 
138 East Santa  Clam betwmn 
3rd 
and 4th Sts Open 7 days 10 
am to 9 pm Call for buying hours 
app
 We 
stock  over 125 000 mw 
& used books 
DISC JOCKEY 
ready to make your 
poly swing) And you 
won  I be 
oluck with disco all note long Jost  
call the professionals at Ross Hart 
man Enterprises and tell
 them 
what you wmi Ross os an SJSU 
graduate woth eight years radio e 
penance and
 
many
 ssssss ores
 Call 
Ross 248 1795 
HAVING  A PARTY' Mak* it electric' 
Hoe  
band'  COI Kim.. at 238 
9392 Hi Energy Modern 
Rock  
LOOKING
 FOR A WEDDING 
photogr  
ph.' If there WWII  
way you 
could have  Imosstic lima al your 
wadding and still get 
nstionsl  
award 
winning
 photogrephy 
you 
would want In 
know  more about 
wouldn I 
you'  For he past 
Seven years 
John  Paulson  Pho 
logiaphy has Men Moog rust thin 
for many couples Perhaps we 
con do the 
same
 I 
or you, Please 
call 
John Paulson Photography 
448 
2388 
MATH
 ANXIOUS, 
For anyone suffer
 
mg nom 
Math Amiely.
 THE
 MATH 
INSTITUTE  
offers  help on 
the form 
of 
3 endrar 6 
hour ontensive 
courses
 
Overcooning
 Math
 Anal 
sty 
for  Adults.  Basic 
Algebra. Geo 
many.  
Conquering
 CBEST's
 or 
ELME's Meth
 Anmsty 
840  0013 
hr.  or $75 0016 hrs 
14081 295 
6066
 Group and.r
 private tutor 
05 rivoleble  
MOVING
 HAULING 
and odd robs 
SJSU senior
 w 1.2 ton 
truck  can 
help Experrenced
 dependable and 
tremble Bruce 
277 8837 
PREGNANT
 NEED HELP, 
Choice  Med 
cal Gratin 
can help with
 wog 
nancy tests
 and counseling
 Moo 
ben 
to
 
14
 wks awake 
or asleep 
All WI/MOS in a 
confidential  
and
 
'moony.  
entoronment
 For 
on
 or 
minion
 call and oalk 
to our coun 
sato...
 358 2766 
PSYCHOTHERAPIST
 IN PRIVATE
 prac 
tom 
will provide 
tutoring
 to psy 
chology
 students in 
the IIIS of 
clinical and 
abnormal  psychology
 
Fee SI 5/hr 
Call Rick Torres
 287 
7221
 
TRAVEL 
SAIL MEXICO
 aboard a 70 square 
togged schooner 
from 2 wks to 5 
months Live your fantasy' 
Sail
 
sway Der 2 on 
the Slone Witch 
Pier 33 
SF 94111 
14151  431 
4690 
TYPING
 
ACCURATE 
TYPING 
SERVICE  Pro 
all 
work 
guaranteed 
Specialoring 
in 
research mons
 resumes 
APA 
format
 thesis  typing 
gen
 cone 
spondenm,
 and 
manmenpls
 win 
nor 
of 1982 San 
Jose  Regional 
Typing Coolest 
Located  near San 
Jose Flea Market
 Looking forward 
to working
 with you Off 
hrs 
8 30 5 30  
M F Available me 
& 
wknds 
by request 
Call
 Jane 251 
5942 
ACCURATE TYPING
 Fest depend 
able. 
conscientious
 Experienced
 
in 
typing
 term papers. thesis
 re 
ports. etc 
Sunnyvale  736 
8910
 
All aboard for 
TYPING  THAT'S TOPS 
TRUST TONY 296 2087. Santa
 
Clare
 IBM 
Selectric
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Both sexes 
will  rule,  
prof 
says 
By Karen Woods 
Women are one day going to 
rule the world, 
according
 to De-
vayam
 Smith. an SJSC assistant 
professor of anthropology 
However,  she sees them 
ruling  
it
 with men. 
"I don't essentially' see a com-
petition for who is going to rule the 
world, that there are going to be 
winners
 and losers.- she 
told  
an 
audience ol about
 541 Monday 
dur-
ing
 one 01 
several
 public 
lectures  
sponsored
 by the Anthropology 
De-
partment. 
But
 she does
 see women
 as 
taking 
more of 
a part in 
society's
 
decision
-making  
"According
 to 
Marshall  Sa 
line's 
book 
'Evolution  
and 
Cul-
ani 
Smith 
...
 says men and 
women  will share rule
 
tore,' when there is a revolution in 
a society, it always comes from 
the people who are on the margins. 
They are not central to the power 
structure, and their needs are not 
being met," she said. 
Smith said women, though 
they represent 51 percent of the 
American population,
 do not have 
equality in access to political and 
corporate offices. 
"And they don't even get paid 
as much as
 
men.. On the average, 
every dollar 
a man makes, a 
woman makes 60 cents," she said. 
"So if what Saline says about 
revolution is correct, they are the 
largest revolutionary group
 in so-
ciety whose 
needs  are not being 
met by the
 existing social struc-
ture."
 
Part of that social structure is 
what Smith calls the "pyramid of 
authority,"  the hierarchial struc-
ture associated with male domi-
nance. 
The major 
problem
 is that the 
notion of hierarchy
 permeates our 
culture, she said. 
Solving  it will 
leave the way 
open  for more 
women to enter the 
decision -mak-
ing process. 
"Stafford Beer, who 
is interna-
tionally  known for 
management 
consulting, argues 
that this pyr-
amid of authority
 is one of the 
most inefficient 
managerial mod-
els there is," 
she  said. 
Smith said 
that in order for 
someone to 
be on top in a 
large 
group, behavior at the
 bottom has 
to 
be 
restricted.  
"When variety
 at the bottom 
has
 to be 
repressed,
 the 
workers  
are 
not going
 to be 
as
 productive
 
as if 
they
 had 
total  
freedom
 to fig-
ure out 
how to 
get the 
job done
 
quickly 
 and 
effectively,"
 Smith 
said. 
She  
also
 said 
there  
were  
prob-
lems 
with  
managerial
 
"power  
trips". 
"They 
facilitate
 
their 
own 
little empire. 
which  
restricts
 
pro-
duction,  
creativity,
 and 
getting  the 
job done,"
 she said. 
The 
solution,  
as
 Smith 
sees it,
 
is 
to change 
the 
pyramid
 
structure
 
into 
a 
decentralized
 one
 emphasiz-
ing 
communication,
 an 
area in 
which 
women 
have
 the 
advantage.  
According 
to
 Smith, more 
women than men have 
probably 
used
 the right side of the brain, the
 
side that focuses 
on
 patterns. 
relationships,  and communication.
 
The  left side 
of the brain,
 she 
said, 
governs  the 
thinking
 process,  
which 
divides the
 world 
into  
smaller 
units.  
She 
added,  
however,
 that it 
could  be 
possible  for 
males to 
catch  up in the 
use of the 
right  side 
of the brain. 
"I think 
it
 is more a 
matter of 
socialization
 rather than 
biology." 
she said. 
"Rather
 than 
argue  about 
whether 
everyone ought
 to use 
right 
hemisphere  
thinking
 or left 
hemisphere  
thinking, 
which is 
sometimes  the 
sciences  vs. 
the
 hu-
manities,
 wouldn't
 it be a 
wonder-
ful world
 where 
everyone
 would 
use their 
whole  brain 
rather  than 
half 
of
 it?" 
Friday,
 
October  28, 
1983/Spartan
 Daily . 
Grounds 
crew wins award
 
By 
Mark 
Johnson  
SJSC  
has
 a 
prize-winning
 land-
scape.
 
Grounds 
Department
 
Supervisor  
Verne 
McGlothlen  
and  his 
SJSU
 
grounds  crew 
took second
 place in 
the 
national
 Professional
 Grounds
 Mainte-
nance 
Honor 
Awards  
competition  
last
 
week. It 
was the first
 year the
 depart-
ment  even 
considered
 entering 
the 
competition,  Plant 
Operations
 
Director
 
George  Connell said. 
"I'm 
pretty  sure 
nobody on 
the 
crew thought 
we were going 
to win any-
thing 
when  Henry 
()rbach  first 
sug-
gested the 
idea,"
 Connell 
said.  
The awards 
ceremony 
was  held in 
C7incinnati,  
Ohio,
 where 
college
 and 
university 
grounds 
maintenance  
de-
partments  from 
around the 
nation met
 
to receive
 their awards.
 Other land-
scaping 
award  categories 
ranged  from 
public parks
 to cemeteries.
 The compe-
tition 
was  sponsored by 
Grounds  Main-
tenance 
Magazine  and the 
Professional 
Grounds
 Maintenance
 Society of 
Amer-
ica. 
The  award was 
accepted
 by SJSU 
lead 
groundskeeper  
Dennis
 Suit, who 
was , flown to 
Cincinnati 
courtesy  of 
SJSU. 
Competition
 for first 
place be-
came
 a virtual toss-up
 between SJSU 
and Boston's Holy Cross University,
 
which eventually won first
 place. 
"I thought 
they picked 
the 
five 
worst  slides of our landscaping 
that  we 
sent in to show the judges," 
Suit said. 
"I'm as 
surprised
 as anybody
 that
 we 
won 
anything." 
He said he thought the 
reason
 SJSU 
won the award was 
not  so much due to 
any particular landscaping site on 
campus but because the overall land-
scaping at SJSU "just has a good basic 
design." 
Suit said in addition to 
the compet-
itive events at the groundskeepers' 
gathering there were also landscaping 
seminars conducted by experts in the 
field.
 
He said he obtained some very use-
ful 
information
 
on 
"fesque"
 
grass,  a 
super -durable lawn 
seed that may be 
used to replace sections of the campus 
lawns damaged by people repeatedly 
walking 
on them. 
Connell said the department plans 
to frame the award and place it in a 
position of honor either in the Plant Op-
erations office or somewhere on cam-
pus where students might be able to see 
it. 
Anti -porn
 group 
boycotts 
7 -Eleven 
DALLAS  
(AP)   An 
organizer
 of an 
anti -smut 
group. the
 National
 Federation
 
for 
Decency.
 is urging
 a 
boycott
 of 7
-
Eleven  stores
 for selling
 girlie 
magazines.  
At a "rally for decency" Tuesday 
night in the 
Dallas  Convention Center, the 
Rev. Donald Wildmon told about 3,000 sup-
porters that 7 -Eleven stores, owned by 
Dallas -based Southland Corp., are"the 
biggest sellers of pornography in the cowl
-
try." 
Southland 
spokesman  Allen Liles re-
sponded Wednesday that "7 -Eleven has, in 
our opinion, the strictest policy on adult 
magazines of any retailer
 in America." 
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